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ABSTRACT 
 
Experimental and Computational Studies on 
Protein Folding, Misfolding and Stability. (May 2009) 
Yun Wei, B.S., Wuhan University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. J. Martin Scholtz 
 
 Proteins need fold to perform their biological function. Thus, understanding how 
proteins fold could be the key to understanding life. In the first study, the stability and 
structure of several !-hairpin peptide variants derived from the C-terminus of the B1 
domain of protein G (PGB1) were investigated by a number of experimental and 
computational techniques. Our analysis shows that the structure and stability of this 
hairpin can be greatly affected by one or a few simple mutations.  For example, 
removing an unfavorable charge near the N-terminus of the peptide (Glu42 to Gln or 
Thr) or optimization of the N-terminal charge-charge interactions (Gly41 to Lys) both 
stabilize the peptide, even in water. Furthermore, a simple replacement of a charged 
residue in the turn (Asp47 to Ala) changes the !-turn conformation. Our results indicate 
that the structure and stability of this !–hairpin peptide can be modulated in numerous 
ways and thus contributes towards a more complete understanding of this important 
model !-hairpin as well as to the folding and stability of larger peptides and proteins. 
The second study revealed that PGB1 and its variants can form amyloid fibrils in 
vitro under certain conditions and these fibrils resemble those from other proteins that 
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have been implicated in diseases. To gain a further understanding of molecular 
mechanism of PGB1 amyloid formation, we designed a set of variants with mutations 
that change the local secondary structure propensity in PGB1, but have similar global 
conformational stability. The kinetics of amyloid formation of all these variants have 
been studied and compared. Our results show that different locations of even a single 
mutation can have a dramatic effect on PGB1 amyloid formation, which is in sharp 
contrast with a previous report. Our results also suggest that the "-helix in PGB1 plays 
an important role in the amyloid formation process of PGB1. 
In the final study, we investigate the forces that contribute to protein stability in a 
very general manner. Based on what we have learned about the major forces that 
contribute to the stability of globular proteins, protein stability should increase as the 
size of the protein increases. This is not observed: the conformational stability of 
globular proteins is independent of protein size. In an effort to understand why large 
proteins are not more stable than small proteins, twenty single-domain globular proteins 
ranging in size from 35 to 470 residues have been analyzed. Our study shows that nature 
buries more charged groups and more non-hydrogen-bonded polar groups to destabilize 
large proteins.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Globular proteins need to fold into a unique, often intricate and close-packed, 
three-dimensional structure to perform their biological functions.  These functions 
include the control and regulation of essentially every biological process on which our 
lives depend. A fundamental biological process is thus the protein folding itself, the 
process through which disordered polypeptides convert into their native folded structures 
to function. Although the importance of this folding process has been recognized for 
many years, the underlying mechanism by which the complex process takes place is still 
not completely understood. As a result of the application of a wide range of biophysical 
and computational methods used in combination with biochemical and protein 
engineering techniques, much has been learned about protein folding in the past few 
decades. Of note is the fact that much has been learned by studying peptide and protein 
model systems. Short peptides that can fold into the two regular minimal secondary 
structures, "-helix and !-hairpin, are used to study the specific noncovalent interactions 
that have been identified crucial to protein folding, including hydrophobic interactions, 
hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions. The first chapter of this dissertation 
focuses on examining the folding and stability of a naturally occurring !-hairpin with a 
combination of experimental and theoretical approaches. The third chapter of this  
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dissertation provides a theoretical study that tries to unravel the mystery of why the 
stability of large proteins is similar to that of small proteins.  
Proteins fold to function, but lack of function is not always the worst scenario. 
Over the last few years, we have learned that a misfolded protein is potentially worse 
than proteins that do not perform their biological functions because a misfolded protein 
can poison the cells. Recent discoveries show that some apparently unrelated devastating 
diseases all result from protein misfolding, including Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s disease, 
Mad Cow disease and Cystic fibrosis. Amyloid fibrils and related protein aggregations 
have therefore been a critical subject of recent studies. Because the formation of amyloid 
fibrils is now generally believed to be a generic structural property of polypeptides, it is 
of great interest to investigate protein misfolding in model systems that have been 
extensively studied with various biochemical and biophysical approaches. In the second 
chapter of this dissertation, a kinetic study of amyloid formation in the well-studied 
model system Protein G B1 domain (PGB1) has been conducted in order to gain further 
insights into the molecular mechanism of amyloid fibril formation.  
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CHAPTER II 
NMR STUDY AND MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF OPTIMIZED !-
HAIRPIN FRAGMENTS OF PROTEIN G& 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Some short peptide fragments excised from proteins can fold autonomously in 
aqueous solution into native-like conformations in the absence of interactions with other 
structural elements 1; 2. These polypeptide fragments may thus play important roles in 
initiating protein folding by narrowing the conformational search path to one where local 
effects dominate the interactions during the early stages of protein folding 3; 4; 5. To 
further understand early events in protein folding, short peptides have often been used as 
simple model systems to identify specific non-covalent interactions that are crucial to 
secondary structure formation 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11. Many features of protein folding have also 
been observed in the folding of peptide models, including the general hydrophobic 
collapse, close packing of side chains and the formation of intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds 9; 10; 11; 12; 13. For example, over the last couple of decades, model peptides have 
been used quite successfully to identify local interactions and determine their 
contributions to the formation and stability of the "-helix 14; 15; 16.  Similar studies on the 
                                                
& Reprinted from Proteins, 69, Wei Y., Huyghues-Despointes B.M.P., Tsai J. and 
Scholtz J.M. ‘NMR study and molecular dynamics simulations of optimized !-hairpin 
fragments of protein G’, pp 285-296, 2007, with the permission of Wiley-Liss, Inc. a 
subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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formation of simple !-hairpins, the minimal unit of the !-sheet structure, have lagged 
behind and have been hampered by the marginal stability of the structure and the strong 
tendency of the peptides to aggregate. 
Fortunately, the last decade has seen considerable progress in our understanding 
of !-sheet and !-hairpin formation with the developments of well-folded ‘designed !-
hairpin’ systems, often employing amino acid mimics as key building blocks; a recent 
review summarizes some of the important findings 17. There are several key interactions 
and features of the peptides that appear to be critical to the folding and stability of !-
sheets and !-hairpins. Briefly, the specific nature and propensity of residues in the !-turn 
itself has been shown to be important in defining the conformation and stability of model 
!-hairpin peptides. Griffiths-Jones et al. 18 have shown that significant !-turn 
conformation is still populated in a truncated variant of their model !-hairpin peptide in 
the absence of interstrand hydrophobic contacts, suggesting the intrinsic turn propensity 
plays an important role in nucleating !-hairpin folding. In a separate study with a 
different model peptide, de Alba et al. (1997) demonstrated that a peptide can fold in 
aqueous solution to two !-hairpin structures that can co-exist in equilibrium and single-
residue substitutions in the !-turn region can dramatically alter the preferences between 
the !-turn conformations 19; 20; 21. These results demonstrate the important role of the !-
turn sequence in determining both the stability and conformational preferences of the !-
hairpin 7; 22.  
In addition to studies on designed, de novo !-sheet and !-hairpin peptides, there 
have been a few studies on peptides derived directly from proteins and thus comprised of 
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native residues with interactions that are probably more biologically relevant. To our 
knowledge, the first reported !-hairpin peptide that was demonstrated to autonomously 
fold into a native-like structure was the 17-residue peptide from the N-terminus of 
ubiquitin, however this peptide only adopts ~20% !-hairpin conformation in aqueous 
solution 1; 23. A major breakthrough in the study of !-hairpin formation came when 
Serrano and his colleagues showed that the 16-residue peptide corresponding to the C-
terminal hairpin (residues 41-56, known here as G-hairpin, proposed first by Kobayashi 
et al. 24) of B1 domain of the streptococcal protein G (pdb: 1PGB) populates up to ~40% 
of a monomeric, native-like !-hairpin structure in aqueous solution 2; 7.  
Since this original discovery, the G-hairpin has been the paradigm for !-hairpin 
formation using experimental (NMR, CD spectroscopy) 2; 8; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29 and 
computational 30; 31; 32; 33; 34; 35 approaches. These studies have led to the suggestions that 
there are four main factors that contribute to the folding and stability of the G-hairpin: 1) 
the intrinsic !-turn propensities of the turn residues 7; 36, 2) hydrophobic interactions 
between the side chains across the !-strands 12; 28; 37, 3) interstrand hydrogen bonds that 
help define and maintain the architecture of the hairpin 33, and 4) polar side-chain to 
side-chain (sc-sc) interactions, including electrostatic interactions and salt bridges 6; 8; 19; 
25. Among these, the interstrand hydrophobic interactions between the aromatic groups 
of Trp43, Tyr45, Phe52 and the nonpolar residue Val54 have been suggested to provide 
the largest contribution to stability and have even been implicated as the nucleation site 
for folding 30; 32; 35; 38.  
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Most previous studies using the G-hairpin as the reference model for !-hairpin 
structure have focused on either the interstrand hydrophobic interactions or on 
optimization of the whole loop sequence to increase the stability. The hydrophobic 
cluster of G-hairpin is formed between a valine (Val54) side chain and the rings of three 
aromatic residues (Trp43, Tyr45 and Phe52).  In one elegant study to explore 
hydrophobic interactions, Cochran et al. have shown replacements of the other three 
residues in the hydrophobic cluster with tryptophan significantly stabilize the G-hairpin, 
thus demonstrating that these interactions could be transferred from another model 
system that they called the tryptophan zipper 28. Kobayashi et al. showed single 
mutations to alanine of either Trp43, Tyr45 or Phe52 in the hydrophobic core can 
dramatically destabilize the G-hairpin 8. 
In intact PGB1, the second !-turn region consists of a six-residue loop 
(DDATKT) that forms a 4:4 hairpin with a type IV turn in the protein structure 
according to the nomenclature of Thornton 39; 40. The loop is closed by two hydrogen 
bonds formed between Asp46 and Thr51 in the protein, whereas only one hydrogen 
bond between Asp46 NH and Thr51 carboxyl is possible in the peptide. The !-turn of G-
hairpin is a long loop and presumably more flexible and entropically unfavorable 
compared to short and rigid !-turns 29; 36. Fesinmeyer et al. has shown that replacing the 
native turn with NPATGK, a sequence selected by comparisons to known turns, can 
substantially enhance the stability of the resulting G-hairpin variant 29. In fact, 
replacement of the six-residue loop with the shorter turn-favoring sequence Val-DPro-
Gly-Lys in the context of hydrophobic cluster from the G-hairpin is stabilizing 36; 41. 
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McCallister et al. have examined the effects of replacing the turn residues Asp46, 
Asp47, Thr49 or Thr51 with alanine in the protein G and the D47A mutation is the only 
one found to stabilize the protein 42.  Also, the replacement of Asp47 at turn position i 
with Ala is the only single loop mutation reported that stabilizes the G-hairpin 8; 42.  The 
fact that the D47A mutation stabilizes the G-hairpin peptide is quite unexpected, because 
the D47A mutation removes not only a salt bridge with Lys50 across the turn, but also a 
hydrogen bond between Asp47 and Tyr45. However, no explanation for the increased in 
the stability of peptide has been given. 
Single amino acid substitutions that reverse or remove the charges on solvent-
exposed side chains have been shown to sometimes increase protein stability without 
altering the structure 43; 44. Similarly, the pH and salt-dependence of !-hairpin formation 
in a number of model systems suggest that long- and short-range electrostatic 
interactions across !-strands can also contribute to stability 25; 45; 46; 47. In both designed 
peptides and G-hairpin, enhanced electrostatic interactions at the terminal positions of 
the peptide can contribute to the stability of the !-hairpin 25; 48. The introduction of cross-
strand Lys-Glu ion pairs near the terminal regions of designed !-hairpins also show 
increased stability 45; 48. However, these mutations might also create additional 
hydrophobic interactions due to the long hydrophobic side chain of Lys and it is difficult 
to separate these contributions to stability from the ion-pair interactions. 
Our goal in this study is to combine known mutations with a few new ones to 
generate a more stable G-hairpin and determine the energetic contributions of the 
different types of interactions. To gain further insights into how long-range coulombic 
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interactions and hydrophobic interactions stabilize the !-hairpin, we investigated several 
replacements (E42T/E42Q/D47A) that remove the unfavorable interactions without 
introducing new hydrophobic interactions in the G-hairpin model system. Since the turn 
has such an important role in !-hairpin folding, we also provide structural studies of the 
peptides using 2D NMR spectroscopy. Surprisingly, we find that single mutations can 
have rather large effects on not only stability (not so unexpected), but also on structure. 
This observation appears to be more pronounced in !-strands than in "-helical peptide 
models or in proteins, where single amino acid changes almost never result in large or 
even detectable structural changes. Molecular dynamics modeling for each peptide 
variant was also performed to give us insights into structural features and to support and 
augment the NMR studies. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Peptides Synthesis and Purification. The peptides were synthesized using Fmoc 
chemistry with HBTU activation and standard solid-phase methods on Wang Resin. 
Peptides were cleaved from the resin and deprotected by using a mixture of 90% TFA, 
5% thioanisole, 3% ethanedithiol and 2% anisole. The peptides were purified using 
reversed-phase FPLC on a Pharmacia Source 15RPC column with two gradient runs of 
acetonitrile and 5 mM sodium phosphate or 10 mM ammonium bicarbonate25. The 
peptide identities were confirmed by MALDI mass spectrometry. 
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NMR Spectroscopy. The NMR samples (~1 mM) were prepared as described 
previously 25 in a volume of 0.75 mL either in a mixture of H2O/D2O (9:1 ratio by 
volume) or 99.8% D2O buffered with 5 mM sodium phosphate. The pH was adjusted to 
7 with a small addition of DCl or NaOD and measured by a PHM-220 pH meter with a 
combined glass electrode. The pH was not corrected for solvent isotope effects. All 
NMR experiments were acquired with 500 MHz Varian Inova spectrometers and 
processed with NMRPipe 49. The temperature of the NMR probe was calibrated using 
the temperature dependent chemical shifts (difference between the methyl and hydroxyl 
resonances) of a 100% (v/v) methanol standard 50. Sodium 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-
sulfonate (DSS) was used as an internal reference and set to 0 ppm for all temperatures 
and co-solvent concentrations. The thermal dependences of 1H chemical shifts of the 
peptides in D2O at pH 7 were determine from 1D NMR spectra obtained by 
accumulating 128 scans with 4096 complex points and spectral width of 6000. 
Measurements were taken with increasing temperature from 2 to 27ºC at ~2ºC intervals 
and from 30 to 80ºC at ~5ºC intervals. The thermal dependence of 1H chemical shifts of 
the K41+T42+A47 peptide in D2O in 20% methanol was obtained at a wider 
temperature range (-2 to 80ºC). A combination of TOCSY and NOESY 2D-NMR 
spectra was used to assign all resonances. A mixing time of 200 ms was used for 
NOESY spectra in both D2O and 9:1 mixture of H2O/D2O solutions. The TOCSY 
experiments used a mixing time of 80 ms.  
Thermal Melting Curves by 1D NMR. The chemical shifts of Tyr45 C# protons 
were chosen in this study as the probe to determine the relative stabilities of G-hairpin 
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variants. We chose Tyr45 C# proton because a large signal change was observed with 
temperature, in agreement with what has been observed previously 25; 26. The changes in 
chemical shift with temperature were analyzed assuming a two-state folding transition 
between folded and unfolded !-hairpins as previously described 25. The cosolvent 
methanol, known to stabilize secondary structure in peptides 6, was used to help define 
the folded state pre-transition baseline (5.98 ppm) by following thermal transition in 
20% methanol for the most stable peptide (K41+T42+A47) from temperatures below 
0ºC (~ -2ºC). The unfolded baseline value (6.86 ppm) of Tyr45 C# proton was 
determined by fitting the chemical shift values of Tyr45 C# proton of an unfolded G-
hairpin variant at high temperatures in a previous study 25; 26. 
Molecular Dynamics Simulation. Using the ENCAD program and potential 
energies with the F3C water model 51; 52, MD simulations were performed on all peptide 
variants as described previously 25. The coordinates of the starting structure used those 
for the !-hairpin in the crystal structure of PGB1 (pdb: 1PGB). The peptide was placed 
in a periodic box of water without boundaries 51; 52 and the box of water was then 
trimmed so that the edges were at least 8 Å away from the closest peptide atom. All 
waters within 1.67 Å of the peptide were then removed and the box size was adjusted to 
match the density of water (0.997 g/ml) at 298K 53; 54. The system was then relaxed by 
performing 3,000 conjugate gradient energy minimization steps. At least ten 10 ns 
simulations with different random seed numbers were performed for each peptide (12 
simulations for K41+T42 and 10 for other peptides). Each 10 ns simulation generated 
10,000 structures and only structures generated in the last 9 ns were used to analyze the 
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structure and properties of the !-hairpin.  The hydrophobic contact surface area (HCSA) 
was calculated using Voronoi polyhedra method 55; 56.  The polyhedra surrounding each 
atom were uniquely defined by using the Delauney tessellation 57 and two carbon atoms 
sharing a common polyhedron face are defined as being in contact 56. The hydrophobic 
clusters were defined by the largest side-chain to side-chain contact network as 
previously described 25. Clusters are defined as the set of all the molecules are in contact 
with at least one other molecule in the cluster.  
A hydrogen bond is considered to be present if the distance between the donor 
hydrogen and the acceptor oxygen is 2.6 Å or less and the bond angle formed by the 
acceptor oxygen, hydrogen and the donor atom is greater than 120º.  An ion pair is 
defined using 3.5 Å as the distance cutoff between the charged nitrogen of the amino 
group and the oxygen of the carboxyl group. A salt-bridge interaction is considered to be 
present if it satisfies both the hydrogen bond and ion-pair definition 25. The 
Ramachandran plot showing the turn main-chain $, % angle distributions and the turn 
C"RMSD distributions are represented using the R package 58. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Peptide Design. As described above, G-hairpin is a good model system to 
investigate many aspects of !-hairpin folding and stability. Here, we extend these studies 
to investigate the effects of long-range coulombic interactions on !-hairpin stability. G-
hairpin has several electrostatic interactions that are predicted to be unfavorable at pH 7, 
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so we constructed a set of four 16-residue G-hairpin variants (Table 1) that have the 
unfavorable electrostatic interactions removed or altered. In summary, our design 
strategy had the following considerations: 1) All four variants include the replacement of 
Gly41 with Lys (G41K). This replacement was shown to introduce a salt bridge between 
the side chain of Lys41 and either the C-termini or side-chain carboxyl of Glu56, thus 
greatly enhancing the stability of the G-hairpin 25. 2) Glu42 is replaced with either Gln 
or Thr, residues with polar but uncharged side chains and relatively high !-sheet 
propensities 59; 60. These substitutions were made to examine the effect of removing 
repulsive electrostatic interactions between Glu42 and Glu56 while still maintaining 
high overall !-sheet propensity. 3) A replacement of Asp47 with Ala at the first position 
of the !-turn, shown previously to stabilize the G-hairpin 8, is used in three out of four 
variants. We seek to determine how this replacement stabilizes the !-hairpin because it 
not only removes the unfavorable interactions between the side-chain carboxyl groups of 
Asp47 and Asp46, but also removes favorable interactions between the carboxyl group 
of Asp47 and the amino group of Lys50.  
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Table 1: Thermal unfolding and sequences of G-hairpin peptide variants. 
Sequencea 
Name 
41                     47                           56 
Net 
Charge 
at pH 7b 
Tm(ºC)
c 
G41 (wt) G-E-W-T-Y-D-D-A-T-K-T-F-T-V-T-E -3 1.3d 
K41 (wt*) K-E-W-T-Y-D-D-A-T-K-T-F-T-V-T-E -2 11.4d 
K41+A47 K-E-W-T-Y-D-A-A-T-K-T-F-T-V-T-E -1 18.3 (0.2) 
K41+T42 K-T-W-T-Y-D-D-A-T-K-T-F-T-V-T-E -1 26.4 (0.2) 
K41+Q42+A47 K-Q-W-T-Y-D-A-A-T-K-T-F-T-V-T-E 0 33.0 (0.3) 
K41+T42+A47 K-T-W-T-Y-D-A-A-T-K-T-F-T-V-T-E 0 35.5 (0.3) 
   
45.2 (0.3) 
(+20% methanol) 
aThe residue numbering corresponds to that for the intact protein G B1 domain. 
bCalculated using standard pK values for the ionizable groups 61. 
cThe Tm values were determined by measuring chemical shifts of Tyr45-H# in 5 mM sodium 
phosphate in D2O at pH 7.  Values in parentheses show the standard errors in the fitting 
calculations. 
dThe Tm values for G41(wt) and K41(wt*) were determined under identical conditions by 
Huyghues-Despointes et al. 25 
 
 
Mutations Can Alter Thermal Stability. The folding rate of G-hairpin has been 
shown to be faster than the NMR time-scale (>103 s-1) 26; 62; therefore, the proton 
chemical shifts represent the populations of the folded and unfolded !-hairpin 
conformations at equilibrium 25. The thermodynamics of G-hairpin 26 and several 
variants 8 have been determined by monitoring the temperature dependence of proton 
chemical shifts in 1D-NMR measurements. Importantly, Honda et al. have shown that 
the thermodynamic properties determined from the NMR probes on both the main-chain 
and the side-chains are similar and are identical to those determined from independent 
calorimetric experiments 26. These results suggest that the thermal unfolding of G-
hairpin can be adequately described by a cooperative two-state folding transition 
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between folded !-hairpins and the unfolded state, consistent with results found for other 
G-hairpin variants 28; 29. These results provide enough evidence that the thermodynamic 
properties of our G-hairpin variants of equal length can be determined by this NMR 
method. 
Here we use the chemical shift changes of the Tyr45 C# protons with 
temperature as the probe to determine the relative thermal stabilities of the G-hairpin 
variants as previously described 8; 25. 1D proton NMR spectra for all the G-hairpin 
variants (Figure 1) were measured at pH 7 from 2 to 80ºC. As controls, the melting 
curves for the wild-type G-hairpin and the K41 peptide (wt*) from a previous study are 
also shown 25.  
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Figure 1: Thermal unfolding curves based on the chemical shifts change of the Tyr45-H# 
with temperature at pH 7 for each peptide: G41 (wt) (circles), K41 (wt*) (squares), 
K41+A47 (diamonds), K41+T42 (crosses), K41+Q42+A47 (triangles), K41+T42+A47 
(pluses) and K41+T42+A47 with 20% methanol (filled circles).  
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All the melting curves show simple sigmoidal shapes, suggesting a two-state 
transition from folded to unfolded conformations with increasing temperature. The 
analysis of the thermal unfolding curves provides estimates for the melting temperatures, 
the apparent Tm (Table 1). Peptides with higher apparent Tm values populate more !-
hairpin structure and the stability of the peptides can be ranked according to their 
apparent Tm values: K41+T42+A47 " K41+Q42+A47 > K41+T42 > K42+A47> K41 
(wt*) > wt. Single mutation D47A and G41K have been shown to stabilize the G-hairpin 
by ~7 ºC 8 and ~10 ºC 25 separately.   For the double mutant K41+A47, an additive effect 
on !-hairpin stability was observed, providing an increase in apparent Tm from the wild-
type G-hairpin of 17 °C 25. A single replacement of Glu42 with Gln shows an substantial 
increase in apparent Tm of ~15 ºC as does the replacement of Glu42 with Thr, suggesting 
that a negatively charged residue is not favored at position 42. 
Mutations Can Alter !-Hairpin Structure. The chemical shift dispersion in the 
1D 1H NMR spectra of these peptides is an excellent indicator of secondary structure 
formation. In particular, the deviations of the C"H chemical shifts from random coil 
values (!#C"H) are useful parameters to characterize both "-helix and !-sheet structure 
19; 63; 64; 65; 66. Generally, upfield chemical shifts of C"H protons from random coil values 
(negative !#C"H values) are observed in helical and !-turn structures in proteins and 
peptides, whereas downfield shifts (positive !#C"H values) are observed in !-sheet 
conformations. The patterns we observe for !#C"H values for the peptides are consistent 
with two !-strands separated by a !-turn, as expected for the !-hairpin conformation 65. 
In Figure 2, we compare the deviations of C"H chemical shift from random coil values 
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for each residue in K41+Q42+A47, G-hairpin (G41, wt) 2, K41 (wt*) 25 and the C-
terminal region of the native intact PGB1 protein for comparison 67. All the peptides 
have similar !#C"H values for each residue to those observed in the protein, but with a 
reduced magnitude. As expected, the patterns of !#C"H are in the same rank order in 
stability determined by the NMR thermal stability study (native !-hairpin in PGB1 > 
K41+Q42+A47 > K41 > G41). The !#C"H values for residues Asp46, Ala47 and Ala48 
in the !-turn (Figure 3a) show also an order that agrees with the stability rank (less 
negative values, less stable). The !#C"H values for residues Thr49 and Lys50, however, 
deviate substantially from those in the native protein (Figure 3a) 67: !#C"H for Thr49 is 
slightly positive in the protein but negative in all the peptides. This result suggests that 
the G-hairpin peptides adopt a different !-turn structure from that in the protein. 
Additionally, a larger change in !#C"H for Lys50 is observed in K41+Q42+A47 than in 
K41 or G41, and the !#C"H patterns of G41 and K41 in the !-turn region are quite 
different from !#C"H pattern of K41+Q42+A47 (shown in Figure 3a).  To confirm the !-
turn conformation change from 4:4 to 3:5 hairpin, we also examined the deviations of 
the backbone amide (HN) chemical shifts from random coil values.  As shown in Figure 
3b, the !#NH of turn region in the triple mutant K41+Q42+A47 has a similar 3:5 hairpin 
chemical shifts deviation pattern to other 3:5 hairpins shown by Fesinmeyer et al. 68. 
Ala47 has a notable downfield shifted HN  comparing to that in K41 and in the native 
protein. In addition, the Thr49 and Thr51 have an enhanced upfield shifted HN . All these 
results suggest that the D47A mutation has changed the conformations of the !-turn 
region of the G-hairpin variants. 
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Figure 2: Deviations in C"H chemical shifts from random coil values for each residue in 
G41(wt) (circles), K41(wt*) (squares), K41+Q42+A47 (triangles) and in the C-terminal 
region of PGB1 (filled diamonds) 25 in D2O at pH 7 and 4 ºC.  
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Figure 3: Deviations in C"H (A) and HN (B) random coil values for the turn residues in 
G41, K41, K41+Q42+A47, and the native PGB1. 
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A comparison of the short-range NOE contacts in K41+Q42+A47 with those in 
G41 and K41 confirms that the !-turn in the triple mutant has an altered conformation 2; 
25. Figure 4 shows a summary of the relevant NOE data, and Figure 4 illustrates the NOE 
crosspeaks that are observed in K41+Q42+A47 but not in K41 or G41. According to the 
nomenclature of Thornton 69 and Richardson 70, the !-hairpin in the protein adopts 4:4 
hairpin conformation with a four-residue type IV turn, where the side-chain carboxyl 
group of Asp46 forms hydrogen bonds with the backbone NH groups of Thr51 and 
Lys50. In contrast, the NOE data for K41+Q42+A47 suggest the carboxyl of Asp46 
forms hydrogen bonds with side chain of Lys50 and the backbone NH group of Thr49, 
consistent with a 3:5 !-hairpin conformation. In addition, the pattern of dNN(i,i+1) NOE 
crosspeaks observed in K41+Q42+A47 are from Ala47 to Thr51 rather than from Asp46 
to Thr51 as seen for K41 or G41, which suggests K41+Q42+A47 has a five-residue !-
turn instead of a six-residue !-turn as in G41 peptide 2. We observed intensity enhanced 
dNN(i, i+1) NOE interactions between Ala48 and Thr49, Thr49 and Lys50 and a more 
intense dNN(i, i+1) NOEs between Lys50 and Thr51. Moreover, a new dNN(i, i+2) NOE 
crosspeak is observed between Ala48 and Lys50, suggesting the turn is tighter in 
K41+Q42+A47. Taken together, these results suggest that the “AATKT” sequence in the 
triple mutant adopts a 3:5 !-hairpin, where the side chain of Lys50 rotates clockwise 
with respect to its position in the protein, extends in an upward direction perpendicular 
to the plane of the !-hairpin and packs against the side chain of Ala47. Consistent with 
this structure, we observe long-range NOE contacts between side-chain protons of Tyr45 
and the C"H of Lys50 (Y45'H(K50"H), C!H of Ala47 (Y45'H(A47!H)
  
 
2
1
 
 
 
Figure 4: A summary of the NOE crosspeaks found in K41+Q42+A47 in 5 mM sodium phosphate 10% D2O and 100% D2O 
solutions at pH 7 and 4ºC. The NOE intensities are proportional to the line thickness. Lines represent connectivities between 
two residues. 
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and between the C!H of Ala47 and the side chain of Lys50 (A47!H"K50#H) in the $-
turn region (Figure 5).  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: A summary of NOE interactions observed in the K41+Q42+A47 peptide but 
not in K41 or G41 (thin arrows), and the enhanced NOE interactions relative to those 
observed in K41 or G41 (thick arrows). 
 
Three residue loops, like those in the 3:5 hairpin, are more prevalent in folded 
proteins than four residue loops 1; 19, which suggests the former may be more stable. This 
result is consistent with what we have observed here: replacement of Asp47 with the 
shorter side chain Ala47 leads to a 3:5 loop at the $-turn region and thus increases the 
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stability of the $-hairpin. However, Asp has been shown to have much higher $-turn 
potential than Ala at the first turn position (i) in a statistical study of protein structures 71. 
One obvious explanation for this discrepancy is that the statistical study was based on 
protein structures, not isolated peptides. In proteins, interactions of tertiary structures 
may stabilize certain $-turn conformations even energetically unfavorable ones, whereas 
in the absence of other interactions, $-turns can form more entropically favorable 
conformations. This may indicate that the contributions to $-turns in the proteins are not 
completely dependent on turn sequence, but could be context-dependent. We have 
observed here that the side chain of Lys50 orients differently from that in the protein due 
to the absence of interactions with other structural elements in the intact protein. 
Although the D47A replacement removes the favorable Asp47-Lys50 charge pair in the 
original sequence of G-hairpin, it also removes the steric clash between Lys50 and 
Asp47 in the $-turn. Thus, the D47A mutation leads to a new orientation for the side 
chain of Lys50, making a 3:5 $-hairpin and larger burial of hydrophobic surface in the 
G-hairpin.  
K41+Q42+A47 Retains the Native-like G-hairpin Register. It might be expected 
that the change of a ‘doubly bulged’ turn (four residue 4:4 loop) to a three-residue (3:5) 
turn might lead to a one-residue frameshift in the alignment of $-strand register. 
However, the sharper bend of the $-turn toward the hydrophilic side in K41+Q42+A47 
might compensate for this one-residue shift, thus maintaining the same register of the $-
hairpin. In our case, this is supported by strong dNN(i,i+1) and weak d!N(i,i+1) 
interactions in the $-turn residues and strong d!N(i,i+1) in the $-strand residues (Figure 
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4). Additionally, intense long-range interstrand !H"!H NOE interactions between 
Trp43 and Val54 (Figure 4), and between Tyr45 and Phe52 are still maintained, 
consistent with the proposed structure.  
The !-Hairpin Variants Have a More Stable Hydrophobic Cluster. We observe 
more long-range NOE interactions of all types between main-chain and side-chain atoms 
as well as between different side chains in K41+Q42+A47 than in K41 or G41 (Figure 
5). In addition to the NOE contacts between the side chains of Phe52 and Trp43 
observed in G41, we also observe strong NOE interactions between the side chains of 
Phe52 and Val54 (F52$H"V54#H). In the K41+Q42+A47 peptide, new strong NOE 
contacts (Y45%H"K50!H, A47!H"K50#H) develop from the replacement of the 
hydrophilic residue Asp47 with a small hydrophobic residue Ala (Figure 5 and see 
Supplement Materials). Furthermore, a NOE crosspeak is observed between the C!H of 
Trp43 and the side chain of Val54 (W43!H"V54#H) and new NOE contacts between 
the side chains of Lys41 and Val54 (K41$H"V54#H) and Glu56 (K41#H"E56$H) are 
also observed (Figure 5 and Supplement materials). Together these results suggest 
K41+Q42+A47 has a more defined “pleated” $-hairpin structure with a larger 
hydrophobic cluster extending from the four-residue core (Tyr45, Trp43, Phe52 and 
Val54) to both the $-turn and the termini. (Note: The “pleated” appearance of $ strands 
arises from tetrahedral chemical bonding at the C! atom: if a side chain points straight 
up, then the bond to the must point slightly downwards, since its bond angle is 
approximately 109.5ºC.) The formation of this larger hydrophobic cluster formation is 
partly due to the new turn in 3:5 hairpin conformation, but also because of the more 
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pleated hairpin structure in the variants. The more pronounced pleated structure not only 
helps to compensate for the one-residue shift of the new $-turn while maintaining a 
regular network of interstrand hydrogen bonding, it also helps to pack the hydrophobic 
side chains together better.  
Removal of Unfavorable Electrostatic Interactions Stabilizes the !-Hairpin. We 
observe long-range NOE interactions between Lys41 and the side chains of Val54 and 
Glu56 in the K41+Q42+A47 peptide. These contacts suggest that the ion-pair 
interactions at the termini are present as was observed previously for the K41 peptide 25. 
The NOE contacts between the side chains of Lys41 and Val54 are only observed in 
K41+Q42+A47, but not in K41. Larger absolute !&C!H values for residue Val54, Thr55, 
Glu56 are also observed in K41+Q42+A47 than those in K41 and the triple mutant is 
more stable than the single mutant. Therefore, the results suggest that removal of the 
charge-charge repulsion between Glu56 and Glu42 helps prevent the terminal residues 
from fraying, thus increasing the hydrophobic packing and stabilizing the $-hairpin.  
Molecular Dynamics Study of the !-Hairpin Variants. In an effort to gain insight 
into the structural properties of the $-hairpins in solution and to visualize the non-native 
3:5 $-hairpin conformation, we have performed molecular dynamics simulations in 
explicit water for each peptide variant. All simulations were performed for 10 ns and 
several independent trajectories of $-hairpin behaviors for each peptide were generated.  
A well-folded and stable $-hairpin should have a large amount of buried surface 
area from the interstrand interactions. To estimate the packing contributions from the 
mutations, we calculated the average total amount of buried hydrophobic contact surface 
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area (HCSA) and the HCSA in the major cluster of buried surface area. The side-chain 
packing in the peptides buries from 91 to 102 Å of HCSA (Table 2) and the variants 
show increased side-chain packing with most of the increase in HCSA originating from 
the largest hydrophobic cluster (see Materials and Methods).  The results show that the 
average amount of HCSA is largest in the triple mutants, consistent with the NOE data 
and suggest that the triple mutants (K41+T42+A47 and K41+Q42+A47) have more 
compact $-hairpin structures and thus more stability than the wild-type G-hairpin or the 
single or double mutants. Thus, we agree with previous studies that emphasized the 
important role of the hydrophobic cluster in the stability of the $-hairpin 36; 48; 72; 73; 74.  
Next, we used the NMR data as a guide to find the best representative structures 
from the MD simulations (Figure 6). The best structures have the $-turn of a 3:5 hairpin 
with the hydrogen bonds between Asp46 carboxyl and Thr49 NH and Lys50 NH. The $-
turn bends at residue Thr51 allowing for the hydrogen bond between Asp46 NH and 
Thr51 carboxyl and maintaining similar $-strand register as G-hairpin. In these 
structures, the $-hairpin has a compact hydrophobic cluster that extends from the central 
region to the $-turn and the termini, consistent with our experimental data.  
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Figure 6: Structural depictions of the native $-turn of 4:4 hairpin conformation of G-
hairpin in PGB1 (A) and the $-turn of the nonnative 3:5 hairpin (B), generated from MD 
simulations. The hydrogen bonds between Asp46 carboxyl and Thr49 NH and Lys50 
NH are shown.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Representative $-hairpin conformations of K41+A47+Q42 selected from MD-
generated structures based on their similarity with the NOE data. The ion pairs at the 
termini are marked with blue double arrow lines.  
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Table 2: Hydrophobic contact surface area between !-hairpin strands. 
 
Property Category G41 K41 K41+A47 K41+T42 K41+A47+T42 K41+A47+Q42 
Total
b
 91±14 93±18 93±19 100±15 104±18 102±13 
Strand 
HCSAa 
(Å2) 
Cluster
c
 72±15 75±19 70±19 78±18 83±20 81±16 
a
The hydrophobic contact surface area (HCSA) between !-strands. Standard deviations are shown. 
b
The total is the average over a sum of all side-chain hydrophobic contacts. 
c
The cluster averages over only the largest cluster (see Materials and Methods). 
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Table 3: Terminal ion pair (IP) interactions in the ensembles of MD-generated structures. 
 
 
 
Property Category G41e K41e K41+A47 K41+T42 K41+Q42 K41+A47+T42 K41+A47+Q42 
Possible IP
a
 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 
IP
b
 0.6 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.8 1.2 1.2 Terminal IP 
SB (%)
c
 92 78 100 100 100 97 100 
Nm to Os 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 
Nm to Om 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 
Ns to Os - 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 
Type of 
Terminal IPd 
 
Ns to Om - 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 
a
The total number of potential ion pairs involving the N- and C-terminal residues. 
b
The average number of ion pairs in the ensemble structures.  
c
The percent occurrence that salt bridges form as well as ion pairs, defined by distance and angle restraints for hydrogen bonds. 
d
The type of potential terminal ion pairs include N-terminal (Nm) or Lys41 side chain amino group (Ns) to C-terminal (Om) or Glu56 
side-chain carboxyl (Os). The dashes indicate not significantly populated.  
e
The data for G41 and K41 are from Huyghues-Despointes et al. 
25
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Since some of the replacements we introduced are at the termini of the peptides, 
we also analyzed the generated ensembles to check the effects of varying the 
electrostatic interactions at the termini on the conformation of !-hairpins and compared 
the results to those on K41 and G41 from the previous study 25. Table 3 shows the 
frequencies and types of the termini ion-pair interactions formed in our ensemble of 
structures. More than one type of ion-pair contacts (occupancy>1.0) is observed in all 
the variants with the G41K replacement. The results show that almost all the double and 
triple mutants form ion pairs all of the time (100% salt bridges). It is also found that 
removing the unfavorable charge-charge interaction between Glu42 and Glu56 seems to 
increase the occupancy of the ion pair between the side-chain amino group of Lys41 and 
the side-chain carboxyl of Glu56. From the selected MD-simulated structures for 
K41+Q42+A47 generated based on the NOEs data (Figure 7), the !-hairpin tends to 
adopt a twisted and !-pleated structure to achieve the large hydrophobic cluster while 
keeping ion-pairs interactions at the termini (Figure 7). 
To investigate the effect of replacement of Asp47 with Ala in the turn region, we 
calculated the C"RMSD values for all the ensembles of each variant. The crystal 
structure of G-hairpin in PGB1 was used as the starting structure for each MD trajectory 
and the reference for the C"RMSD calculation. The shape of the C"RMSD distribution 
represents how similar the structures are to the native structure of the G-hairpin in PGB1 
and to each other. A single and narrow distribution peak indicates structures with less 
variation from the native G-hairpin, while a wide peak or more than one peak suggests 
differences from the native structure 25. Figure 8 shows comparison of the distribution of 
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turn region C"RMSD values of peptides with or without the D47A replacement. The 
results show that the variants with the D47A replacement have a broader peak and often 
show more than one peak in the distribution of turn region C"RMSD values, while the 
variants with the wild-type sequence in the turn region have a narrow and single peak. 
The larger C"RMSD values observed in the D47A variants suggest that this replacement 
changes the conformation of the !-turn in the hairpins, consistent with our experimental 
data. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Comparison of probability distributions of the normalized C"RMSD in the 
MD-generated ensembles in the !-turn region (residue 47-50). Shown in the above 
figure from left to right are A) K41 
75
 and K41+A47 (red); B) K41+T42 
75
 and 
K41+A47+T42 (red); C) K41+Q42 
75
 and K41+A47+Q42 (red). 
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Furthermore, according to the Ramachandran nomenclature for turns 76, the 
central residues (i+1, i+2) in the loop of residues 47-51 (from position i to i+4) of a 3:5 
type I turn will be expected to have an "R"R conformation in Ramachandran plot, which 
is different from the miscellaneous type IV turn in the 4:4 hairpin. Also, the "L 
conformation is quite common at position i+3 in type I turns 71. Therefore, we also 
determined the distribution of the main-chain #, $ for the loop of K41+Q42+A47 
hairpin based on the generated structures from MD simulations. In Figure 9, a loop 
conformation "R"R"R"L! is populated for the sequence Ala47-Ala48-Thr49-Lys50-
Thr51 in the K41+Q42+A47 variant as expected for type I turn. Previously, the 
Thornton group has also shown that type I !-turn is the most abundant turn type in 
folded proteins 40; 71. These results also suggest the type I turns are more favorable for !-
hairpin formation.  
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Figure 9: The Ramachandran plot showing the main-chain #, $ angle distributions for 
the five-residue loop (residue 47 to 51) in K41+Q42+A47 generated from MD 
simulations. The lines connect the most populated conformations (#, $ angles) for each 
residue in the turn. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Our data clearly show that removing the unfavorable charge-charge interactions 
can greatly increase the stability of !-hairpin. K41+T42+A47 is the most stable hairpin 
among all the studied variants and is ~ 96% folded in 20% methanol at 4ºC. Consistent 
with a folded structure, we observe more NOE interactions between side chains near the 
termini and a more pleated !-hairpin structure with larger hydrophobic cluster in 
K41+Q42+A47 than in the other G-hairpin peptides. We also demonstrate the 
replacement of Asp47 with alanine in the turn region changes the !-hairpin 
conformation to a 3:5 hairpin without altering the register and also increases the thermal 
stability of the !-hairpin. This suggests that the !-hairpin conformation is strongly 
affected by the turn sequence and the cross-strand side-chain interactions. Importantly, 
our results show that removing unfavorable electrostatic interactions, even without 
introducing extra hydrophobic interactions, can enhance the cross-strand side-chain 
packing and thus increase the stability of !-hairpin.  
 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS 
 
Chemical Shift Assignments for K41+Q42+A47 Peptide: We used 2D-NMR 
spectroscopy to determine how the mutations affect G-hairpin structure. The chemical 
shifts assignments of K41+Q42+A47 were determined by analysis of TOCSY spectra in 
D2O and NOESY spectra in D2O and 9:1 H2O/D2O mixture. The complete 
1
H chemical 
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shift assignments for K41+Q42+A47 in 5mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7 and 4ºC 
are listed in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Chemical shift assignments for K41+Q42+A47 peptide. 
Residues %NH %C"H %C!H %C&H %C%H %Other 
-- 4.08 1.86 1.31 1.68 'H 2.92 
Lys41 
  1.79!    
8.23 4.65 1.95 2.21  %NH2 6.93/7.64 
Gln42 
  2.06 2.26   
8.79 5.24 3.14   
  3.15   Trp43 
     
2H 7.09; 4H 7.41; 
5H 7.03; 6H 7.13; 
7H 7.39; NH10.11; 
9.06 4.67 4.07 1.16   
Thr44 
      
8.95 4.29 2.69   
Tyr45 
     
2,6H 6.12; 
3,5H 6.39; 
8.16 4.60 2.36    
Asp46 
  2.71    
8.60 3.75! 1.47    
Ala47 
      
8.29 4.19 1.42    
Ala48 
  1.48    
7.29 4.27 4.27 1.13   
Thr49 
      
8.10 3.76 1.94 1.34 1.70 
Lys50 
  2.11   
'H 3.02 
7.25 4.67 4.07 1.16   
Thr51 
      
8.84 5.31 2.91   
Phe52 
  2.94   
2,6H 7.18; 
3,5H 7.40; 
4H 7.20; 
9.00 4.65 4.07 1.17   
Thr53 
      
8.54 4.42 1.56 0.43   
Val54 
   0.64   
8.57 4.50 4.17 1.16   
Thr55 
      
8.24 4.04 1.86 2.21   
Glu56 
  2.06    
( Assignment values (in ppm) are relative to DSS (0 ppm). 
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A. 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Portions of the 500 MHz NOESY spectrum of K41+Q42+A47 peptide 
recorded in 100% D2O at 5 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7 and 4ºC (tm = 200 ms). 
Panel A shows C"H-C"H region of the NOESY spectrum; Panel B shows aromatic 
protons of the same spectrum. 
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B.  
 
 
Figure 10: Continued 
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Figure 11: Amide and aromatic protons region of the 500 MHz NOESY spectrum of 
K41+Q42+A47 peptide recorded in water (10% D2O) at 5 mM sodium phosphate buffer 
pH 7 and 4ºC.  
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CHAPTER III 
A KINETIC STUDY OF AMYLOID FORMATION IN PROTEIN PGB1 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Amyloid fibrils and other non-native protein aggregates have been a critical 
subject of many studies because they are associated with a variety of devastating human 
diseases, including Alzheimer’s, Creutzfeldt-Jakob, Huntington’s and Parkinson’s 
diseases 
77; 78
. Many proteins, protein fragments and polypeptides that are not related to 
any known disease, such as the SH3 domain of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase, human 
muscle acylphosphatase, a type II domain of fibronectin, insulin, Protein G B1 domain, 
have been also shown to undergo amyloid formation under certain in vitro conditions 
79; 
80; 81; 82
. The polypeptides known to form fibrils in vitro have no obvious sequence or 
structural similarities, which suggests that the formation of amyloid fibrils might be a 
generic property of polypeptides 
83; 84
.  
In spite of the structural diversity of the proteins that form amyloid fibrils, all 
amyloid fibrils have a common core structure in which continuous !-sheets are formed 
with !-strands running perpendicular to the long axis of the fibrils and exhibit a cross-! 
diffraction pattern 
85
. Also, mutants with the same native-like structure in their globular 
protein form could form morphologically different types of fibrils, as reported for A!, 
insulin, and !-microglobulin 86; 87; 88. The amyloidosis mechanism that accounts for 
multiple fibril formations at a molecular level remains unclear.  
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For many proteins, it has been shown that a range of experimental conditions, 
such as elevated temperature, low or high pH, presence of organic solvents, bivalent 
cations, destabilizing mutations, low to moderate concentration of denaturant, can 
promote the formation of amyloid fibrils 
80; 89; 90
. Also, even single mutations that reduce 
the stability of the native conformation of the protein enhance the ability of a protein to 
form amyloid 
91; 92
. It is generally accepted that conformational stability of protein is a 
major factor that determines the ability of proteins to form amyloid. In an effort to 
explain the molecular basis of amyloid fibril formation, it has thus been proposed that 
the process of fibrillation usually starts from a partially folded conformation or 
intermediates under conditions in which specific intermolecular interactions, including 
electrostatic attraction, hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic contacts, are still favorable 
so that they can still stabilize the intermolecular !-sheets structure that is the basis of the 
highly ordered structure of amyloid fibrils 
77; 89; 93; 94
. However, considerable debate 
exists as to the mechanism of fibril formation. It is still unclear what structures of the 
amyloidogenic precursors are sufficient to form the amyloid structures.  For instance, is 
a high population of a specific conformation in denatured state is required to initiate 
forming the amyloid fibrils or do the amyloidogenic precursors assemble from existing 
!-sheet structures or association of unfolded polypeptide segments 86; 88? Some studies 
show that aggregation can start from native-like states while others show they are 
initiated with disordered polypeptide segments, while still others have proposed both 
native folded states and partially folded states are involved 
86; 95; 96
. Among these studies, 
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some proteins are populated with "-helical structures while some are populated with !-
sheet structures under conditions in which fibrillation occurs.  
Although the ability to form amyloid-like structures may be a generic property of 
the polypeptide chain itself, it is clear that some amino acid sequences have a higher 
propensity for fibril formation than others. The propensity of polypeptides to form 
amyloid fibrils or aggregates is influenced by the nature of the amino acid side chains 
97; 
98; 99
.  Mutational studies for a range of model systems have mapped out several factors 
that affect the rate of amyloid formation or aggregation, such as intrinsic properties like 
!-sheet and "-helical propensity, hydrophobicity, charge and aromaticity along with 
other physicochemical environmental factors, such as pH, ionic strength and temperature 
97; 98; 100; 101; 102; 103; 104
. Serrano and coworkers have shown that the aggregation 
propensity of peptides and proteins can be predicted by taking into account several 
terms: hydrophobicity, !-sheet propensity, electrostatic interactions and hydrogen 
bonding 
105
.  
Based on experimental observations, the formation of amyloid fibrils has been 
described as a process that normally consists of three steps: nucleation (formation of 
stable nuclei), elongation (growth of nucleus representing the polymerization reactions), 
and an equilibrium phase 
106; 107; 108; 109
. This process characterizes a sigmoidal curve 
defined by an initial lag phase, where no amyloid fibril is observed, a subsequent growth 
phase in which amyloid fibrils increase, and a final equilibrium phase, where the 
amyloid fibril contents reach a plateau 
110
. Two parameters are introduced to study the 
kinetics of fibril formation: the lag time (tlag), the time required for the nucleation phase 
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to take place and the growth rate constant (kapp) which measures the efficiency of the 
growth 
108
. There is also some evidence that suggest the kapp and the lag time (tlag) are 
positively correlated properties 
98
.  
The development of an in vitro model system to investigate the physicochemical 
basis of amyloid fibril formation is very important. Many amyloid proteins have low 
solubility and lack of a known high-resolution three dimensional structure, which has led 
to experimental limitations for amyloid studies and hampered a comprehensive 
understanding of amyloid formation or fibrillation on a molecular level 
110
.  Recently, 
the Regan group has developed a series of variants of the immunoglobulin-binding 
domain B1 of the streptococcal protein G (PGB1) that can form amyloid in vitro under 
certain conditions 
111
.  The protein PGB1 has been used as a model system for studying 
the biophysical basis of protein folding, structural plasticity and dynamics using a 
variety of biophysical techniques 
112; 113; 114; 115; 116; 117; 118; 119; 120; 121; 122; 123
. Thus, it is an 
excellent model system for examining the relation between protein folding and amyloid 
formation. The B1 domain belongs to the ubiquitin superfamily and comprises two !-
strands, !1 and !2, connected by an "-helix as shown in Figure 12 116.   
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Figure 12: A ribbon diagram of PGB1. The PDB code for the structure used here is 
1PGB 
124
; indicated on the plot are Ala34 
125
, Gly38 (yellow), Val39 (cyan) and the host-
site Asp40 (magenta). The secondary structure elements (!1, !2 and ") are also labelled. 
This image was created using PyMol Molecular Viewer by Delano Scientific LLC.  
 
 
Like many other proteins, amyloid formation in PGB1 variants can be induced 
under conditions in which there is a maximum population of intermediate conformations 
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present, such as near their melting temperatures 
111
. Several variants of PGB1 in which 
amino acid substitutions were made either on the central or the edge of the !-strands are 
able to form amyloid fibrils near their melting temperature. This suggests that the 
location of a substitution destabilizing the protein is not a key factor to form the amyloid 
fibrils, but rather the global stability of the mutant is the most important factor 
111
.  
Domain swapping, a specific means by which oligomeric proteins can be formed 
from their monomers, has been suggested as one of the mechanisms to accomplish the 
conformational changes that lead to amyloid formation 
126; 127
. The domain-swapping 
model has been suggested for PGB1 amyloid fibril assembly in two separate studies 
111; 
128
. In both proposed domain-swapping models, the opening of the native structure of 
PGB1 is required and the !-hairpins are swapped to line up in a continuous manner to 
assemble into fibrils. Evidence that supports the model has also been found. Recently, 
the Gronenborn group has determined the structure of a PGB1 core mutant 
(L5V/F30V/Y33F/A34F), a domain-swapped dimer that exists in equilibrium with a 
partially folded monomeric species 
129
. It has also been show that single cysteine 
disulfide cross-linking between residues in the outer edge !-strands of the domain-
swapped dimer structure can lead to multimer formation prior or during the PGB1 
amyloid formation 
128
. In spite of this evidence, there are still many questions remaining 
unexplained about the domain-swapping model. For example, what is the role of the "-
helix in the fibril assembly and does it need to partially unfold to undergo 
conformational rearrangement or remain as an intact secondary structural element in the 
dimerization? Furthermore, different morphologies have been observed in amyloid 
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fibrils formed by different PGB1 variants, suggesting that different models could be used 
or the atomic arrangement in the domain swap model could also depend on the sequence 
of monomer. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether any correlation exists between 
the local secondary structure propensity and fibril formation tendency in PGB1. Since !-
sheet structures are observed in the final structure of amyloid fibrils, will increase of the 
local !-hairpin propensity also increase the propensity of fibril formation in PGB1? 
Also, mutations in the "-helix were made to examine the role of the "-helix during the 
amyloid formation in PGB1. To exclude the global conformational stability of PGB1 as 
a factor that affects the propensity of amyloid formation, single mutations were made to 
change the local secondary structure propensity but maintain similar overall protein 
stability. Surprisingly, we observed significant changes in the propensity of amyloid 
formation in PGB1 by only single mutations located on the local "-helix propensity. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Protein Expression and Purification. The pET15b plasmid containing the 6X-
His-tagged PGB1 gene was generously provided by David Baker (University of 
Washington). Site-directed mutageneses were performed using the QuickChange
TM 
kit 
from Stratagene. The primers are purchased from Integrated DNA technologies. Purified 
plasmids encoding mutant proteins were transformed into E.coli BL21(DE3) strain for 
protein overexpression. A single colony was used to inoculate a 75 mL Terrific Broth 
130
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medium with 50 µg/mL ampicillin in a 250 mL baffled flask. The culture was incubated 
overnight with shaking (300 rpm) at 37ºC. An aliquot (5mL) of the preculture was 
transferred into 500 mL TB with 100 µg/mL ampcillin in a 2L baffled culture flask and 
grown to an OD600 value of approximately 0.8-1.0. The cells were then induced for 4 h at 
37ºC with 1mM IPTG and harvested by centrifuging for 30 min at 4200 rpm and 
suspended in cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 1 mM PMSF. The cells were 
then lysed by passing through a French Press cell at 1200 psi and centrifuged again at 
25000 g for 30 min to remove the cellular debris. The clear diluted cell lysate was loaded 
onto a 40 mL of Cu
2+
 charged His•Bind fractogel column (Novagen) equilibrated with 
20 mM ammonium bicarbonate buffer and 9 mM imidazole. The His-tagged protein was 
eluted with 20 mM ammonium bicarbonate buffer and 200 mM imidazole. The elutant 
was then lyophilized and then loaded on a G-50 column with 50 mM ammonium 
bicarbonate buffer to remove the imidazole. The His tag for all variants was not cleaved. 
The purity of proteins was checked by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and 
electrospray mass spectrometry (Protein Chemistry Laboratory, Texas A&M 
University). The lyophilized pure proteins were kept in 4ºC for storage.  
Transmission Electron Microscopy. Electron micrographs were recorded using a 
JOEL 1200 EX TEM transmission electron microscopy (Microscopy & Imaging Center, 
Texas A&M University) at 80 kV excitation voltages. Fibril samples were prepared by 
floating carbon-coated mica onto sample droplets followed by negatively staining with 
aqueous uranyl acetate (2% w/v).  
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Thioflavine T Fluorescence Assay for Fibrillation. The thioflavin T (ThT) 
fluorescence assay was performed on 96-well microplates using a SPECTRAmax 
GEMINI dual-scanning microplate spectrofluoromter. For each experiment, 100 µl 
aliquots of the sample were mixed with phosphate buffer, pH 6.0 and ThT stock 
solutions. The final concentration of dye was always 10 µM.  The fluorescence was 
measured immediately after mixing using excitation and emission wavelengths of 450 
nm and 482 nm respectively using a cut-off filter at 475 nm.  
Thermal Denaturation Experiments. All the denaturation experiments were done 
at pH 3.75 in 50 mM sodium acetate on Aviv Circular Dichroism Spectrometer Model 
62DS or 202. The thermal denaturation curves were analyzed as previously described 
131
.  
Kinetics of Fibril Formation and UV 280 Sedimentation. The kinetics of PGB1 
fibril formation are usually described as a sigmoidal curve defined by a lag time where 
no change in ThT fluorescence intensity was observed, a sigmoidal increase in ThT 
fluorescence denoting the growing of the fibrils and a plateau with a constant 
fluorescence intensity. Due to the high irreproducibility and sample manipulation with 
the ThT fluorescence measurement, here, we decided to use a UV 280 sedimentation 
method to track the formation of amyloid. Protein solution was centrifuged at 13000 rpm 
and the UV absorbance of the clarified supernatant at 280 nm was used to track the 
amount of protein that remained in solution or was not involved in the formation of 
amyloid. Plots of the extent of amyloid formation over time could be produced and fitted 
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to the sigmoidal curve described by the following equation described as previous study 
using Kaleidagragh 
132
:  
 
Y= (yi +mix ) + (yf + mfx) / [1+ exp ) (x)x0)/*]  
 
where Y is the fraction of protein that appears in the fibril formation, x is time, and x0 is 
the time to 50% of maximal amyloid formation. Therefore, the apparent rate constant, 
kapp for the growth of fibrils is given by 1/*; the lag time (tlag) is given by x0 ) 2* (Figure 
13).   
 
 
Figure 13: Illustration of the time course for amyloid formation in PGB1. The y-axis is 
normalized as the fraction of protein that appears in the fibril formation. The lag time 
(tlag) is approximated by x0 ) 2* and the apparent growth rate constant, kapp, is given by 
1/*.  
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Peptide Synthesis and FPLC Assay. The peptide K41T42 was synthesized and 
purified as previous described 
133
. The peptide purity was confirmed by MALDI mass 
spectrometry. For studying the effect of adding the !-hairpin peptide K41T42 on kinetics 
of amyloid formation in PGB, 100 µM D40M PGB1 in 50 mM sodium citrate, pH 3.75 
was incubated with agitation at 37 ºC with 50 µM K41T42 peptide added. Aliquots of 
samples over time were analyzed on FPLC column to determine the amount of protein 
and peptide.  
Preparation of Seeds. The fibril stock solution containing 1000 µL 100 µM 
D40M PGB1 in 20 mM sodium citrate, pH 3.75 with 27% trifluoroethanol (TFE) was 
incubated with agitation at 37 ºC for 72 hours. Seeds were prepared by the sonication of 
200 !L
 
aliquots of the fibril stock solution using a Microson sonicator at intensity level 
2. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
In an effort to investigate factors that affect the tendencies to form fibrils other 
than the conformational stability, the underlying strategy was to find protein mutants 
with similar conformational stabilities and conditions under which all mutants can form 
fibrils. A variety of conditions have been explored to find a possible condition under 
which variants can produce fibrils, including elevated temperatures, salt concentrations 
and co-solvent trifluoroethanol (TFE) additions. Our results show that the D40M PGB1 
and its variants tend to form amyloid fibrils at acidic pH conditions (ranging from 2.5 to 
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4.5) at elevated temperature (tested from 37ºC to 60 ºC) in the presence of moderate 
concentrations of TFE (tested from 15% to 40%). No fibrils were formed without 
agitation, under neutral pH, basic pH or in the presence of the chemical denaturant 
guanidine chloride. No fibrils were formed at room temperature, even in the presence of 
fibril seeds.  Similar to insulin and human calcitonin fibril formation 
108
, the kinetics of 
PGB1 amyloid formation also shows a dependence on the initial protein concentration, 
seeding and ionic strength. An increase in ionic strength and seeding can result in 
decreases in lag time (Figure 14).  pH has also been found have an effect on the kinetics 
of PGB1 fibrillation (Figure 15). At 37ºC, more acidic solution can shorten the lag time 
to form fibrils. The pH effects on D40M PGB1 amyloid formation are also dependent on 
incubation temperature. The protein can form amyloid fibrils at 60ºC with a pH up to 4.5 
while no amyloid fibrils were detected at 37ºC with a pH higher than 4. Both pH and 
temperature have great effects on the conformational stability of a protein. The effect of 
pH and temperature on kinetics of fibrillation could be a result of combined effects on 
the conformational stability.  
Here, for the further study we use the following “standard” conditions to induce 
amyloid fibrils: incubating 100 µM D40M PGB1 variants in 50 mM sodium citrate, pH 
3.75 and 27% TFE at 37ºC with agitation.   
The propensity of PGB1 amyloid formation has been shown to correlate with the 
global stability of the protein 
91; 111
. Here, a host-site mutation “D40M” was made to 
destabilize the wild type PGB1 in all of the PGB1 variants. A series of single amino acid 
substitutions that are located in different regions of PGB1 are introduced as guest 
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mutations that either increase or decrease the local secondary structure propensity 
(shown as in Table 5). The T18A mutation, which is located in !1, decreases the 
stability of the local secondary structure. The T25A, K28G, K28A, V29A, A34F, N35A 
and N37A mutations are located on the "-helix  (residue 23-37). Previous studies show 
that alanine has the highest helix propensity while glycine  has the lowest propensity 
134
. 
The replacements by either Ala or Gly were thus designed to change the local helix 
propensity. The helix propensity of these sequences has been checked using the 
AGADIR program 
135
 and the predicted "-helix content for each sequence is shown in 
Table 5.  The variant A34F was one of the variants that has been shown to stabilize the 
domain-swapped dimer by connecting the two helices with aromatic ring-ring 
interactions 
129
. G38V and V39A are located on the turn connecting the "-helix and !2. 
Replacement of Gly38 with Val will result in disruption of the original “"G!” turn 
motif, a populated "! turn motif suggested to play a structural role 136. Replacement of 
the hydrophobic residue Val39 with Ala is designed to remove the hydrophobic contact 
between Val39 and Ala34 that is important in maintaining the “close-up” packing of the 
"-helix against the !-sheets in the PGB1 native structure.  The E42T, E42Q, D47A and 
T49A variants are located in !2. Our previous studies have shown that E42T, E42Q and 
D47A can stabilize the second !-hairpin 133. Replacement of T49A was shown to 
destablize this !-hairpin 26. 
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Figure 14: Influence of seeding and ionic strength on PGB1 amyloid formation 
monitored by UV 280 sedimentation method. The curves represent the change of 
amyloid formation as a function of incubation time. Fibrils were formed by 100 µM 
D40M PGB1 at 37ºC with agitation with 27% TFE at pH 3.75 in 20 mM sodium citrate 
without seeding (diamonds), 200 mM sodium citrate without seeding (squares) and 20 
mM sodium citrate with 1% (v/v) seeding added (circles). 
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Figure 15: Influence of pH on PGB1 amyloid formation monitored by UV 280 
sedimentation method. The curves represent the change of amyloid formation as a 
function of incubation time. The fibrils were formed by 100 µM E42Q at 37ºC with 
agitation and 30% TFE at pH 3.5 (squares), 3.75 (circles) and 4.0 (diamonds) in 20 mM 
sodium acetate. 
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The conformational stability of all of the mutants has been measured by thermal 
denaturation analysis. All of the mutants have similar stability to the D40M PGB1 (wt*) 
with difference ranging from -1.6 to 0.5 kcal/mol.  Among these mutants, A34F, G34V 
and V39A destabilize D40M PGB1 the most  ~ 1.6 kcal/mol.  Our results show no 
correlation between the global protein conformational stability and the kinetics of 
amyloid formation for these variants (Table 5). 
All of the mutants can be induced to form fibrils under the described conditions 
and have been tested for their propensities to form fibrils under these same conditions. 
The kinetics of all of the mutants show the described sigmoidal curve process except 
A34F, which displays a “two-state” amyloid formation process (Figure 16). During lag 
phase, no significant changes in ThT fluorescence or UV absorbance were observed. As 
shown in Table 5, the lag times and growth rates are independent of their conformational 
stability, suggesting there are factors other than global conformational stability affecting 
the propensity of amyloid fibrillation within the range of difference in stability of our 
mutants. It is surprising that the mutants with the most significantly increased lag times 
are all located in the "-helix instead of !-sheets given that !-sheet structures are found in 
the final amyloid fibrils. K28A, V29A, N35A and N37A are the four mutants that delay 
the onset of amyloid formation for the longest time. Except for N37A, all three mutants 
have increased local "-helix propensity. Substitutions in the !-strands show slight 
changes in the lag times but all have increased growth rates. The G38V and A34F 
mutants have no lag times and the V39A mutant also shows a longer lag time than the 
D40M PGB1. 
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If the initial conformation that associates on the fibrillation pathway is a partially 
folded intermediate that is in equilibrium with the monomer, the lag time would reflect 
both the population of the intermediate and its rate of formation from the monomer and 
its self-affinity. In contrast, the rate of elongation would reflect the rate that monomers 
can assemble onto the nucleus or ends of the fibrils. Our results show that stabilizing the 
"-helix in PGB1 will decrease the population of the intermediate or its rate of formation 
from the monomer. In other words, the "-helix of PGB1 needs to be unfolded in the 
partially (un)folded intermediate that is necessary for amyloid formation. Charged 
residues are suggested to play an important role in packing of protofilaments in fibrils.  
This could possibly explain why K28G slightly destabilizes the "-helix but still has a 
longer lag phase in amyloid formation. 
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Figure 16: Fibril formation of A34F in 50 mM Na Citrate, 27% TFE, pH 3.75 at 37ºC 
with agitation displays a two-state curve. The amyloid formation was normalized on a 
scale from zero to one, which shows the fraction of protein that goes to the fibrils.  
 
 
Previous studies suggest that the !2 is formed in the PGB1 folding/unfolding 
transition while the "-helix and !1 are not 119. Our CD analysis of D40M PGB1 also 
shows !-sheet structures significantly populated under the amyloid formation conditions 
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(37ºC with 27% TFE). According to the proposed domain-swapping model for PGB1 
amyloid formation 
91; 128
, both !1 and !2 contribute to the !-sheet assemble in PGB1 
amyloid formation. Our results show that stabilizing the !-sheets has only small effects 
on the lag phase but almost all of the substitutions that stabilize the !-sheets increase the 
growth rate, which suggests that the side-by-side interactions between the two !-strands 
are involved in the monomer assembly to the fibrils.  Ala34 has been suggested as a 
“gatekeeper” residue that blocks the formation of unwanted misfolded or aggregated 
states of PGB1 
128
 and replacement to a larger side-chain residue in this position could 
promote the formation of the fibrillation specific interface. Our results with A34F, which 
can immediately start forming amyloid, agree with this suggestion. A34F is also the only 
mutant that displays the two-state fibrillation process. It is possible that there is more 
than one pathway that this mutant use to form fibrils and different conformations might 
be needed to initial the aggregation. More work would be needed to understand fibril 
formation in this variant. 
G38V also speeds up the formation of the required unfolded conformation from 
monomer, which could be explained if the mutation opens up the native structure by 
disrupting the interface that the "-helix packs against the !-sheets. Another mutant 
V39A also removes the hydrophobic contact between Val39 and Ala34 in the monomer 
that connects the "-helix with !-sheets. However, a much longer lag phase was observed 
for this mutant. Possible explanation is that the hydrophobic residue Val39 could be also 
directly involved in the amyloid nucleus formation or the formation of the unfolded 
conformation that was required to initial the fibril formations. In the domain-swapping 
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model, Val39 is directly involved in the dimerization of PGB1 by hydrophobic 
interactions with Asn35 in the other monomer. Replacements of Val39 to alanine could 
also disrupt the favorable hydrophobic contacts that are needed for dimerization or other 
possible conformation required for amyloid fibrillation. 
We also tested the effect of adding the !-hairpin peptide K41T42, which is 
derived from the 2
nd
 !-hairpin of PGB1 133, on the kinetics of PGB1 amyloid formation. 
The presence of peptide K41T42 leads to a shorter lag time (Figure 17), but causes no 
clear change on the fibril growth rate. The concentration of peptide K41T42 remains 
unchanged before and after the fibril formation, suggesting that the peptide itself is not 
incorporated into the amyloid fibrillation. The peptide K41T42 could help to form or 
maintain the partially unfolded precursor conformation by interacting its hydrophobic 
side with the helix thus precluding the formation of native structure.  
  Figure 18 shows images from electron microscopy corresponding to different 
mutant fibrils. Most of the mutants have overall similar morphology except V29A and 
K28G (Fig 18E and 18C). K28G shows longer and thinner fibrils compared with other 
mutants. The morphology of V29A fibrils is very different from other variants with very 
straight fibrils that do not contain a twist. This suggests that residue Val29 might be 
involved in the packing of protofilament into fibrils and the replacement of Val29 with 
Ala could result in a different assembly.  
In conclusion, while it has been suggested that the location of mutation does not 
play an important role in determining the propensity of PGB1 amloid formation 
91
, our 
results show that different locations of even single mutations have dramatic different 
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effects on PGB1 amyloid formation. Our results suggest that the "-helix in PGB1 is 
involved in the fibril assembly of PGB1 and stabilizing the local helical structure could 
lead to a longer lag time for PGB1 amyloid formation.  
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Table 5: Lag time and growth rate constant for D40M PGB1 and variants.
a
 
 
Protein 
!!Gº  
(kcal!mol
-1
)
b
 
Location of mutated 
residue in native 
structure 
Effect on loca 
l secondary structure 
tlag  
98
 kapp(h
-1
) 
WT* - - 0.34
c
 14.4 0.37 
T18A - 0.5 "1 - 
 d
 12.4 0.50 
T25A 0.2 #-helix 0.25
 c
 15.5 0.25 
K28G - 0.1 #-helix 0.27
 c
 30.9 0.24 
K28A - 0.2 #-helix 0.58
 c
 172.7 0.36 
V29A* - 0.7 #-helix 0.72
 c
 456 0.26 
A34F - 1.6 #-helix 0.26
 c
 0 N.A.
e
 
N35A 0.5 #-helix 0.48
 c
 >30days 0.26 
N37A 0.2 #-helix 0.32
 c
 >30days 0.25 
G38V - 1.5 turn - 
d
 0 0.61 
V39A - 1.6 turn -
 d
 95.4 0.11 
E42T 0.1 "2 +
 d
 98.4 0.42 
E42Q 0.1 "2 +
 d
 26.0 0.33 
D47A  0.5 "2 +
 d
 16.3 0.59 
T49A - 0.7 "2 -
 d
 7.1 0.83 
a
All amyloid tests were performed by incubating 100 "M protein in 50 mM sodium citrate, pH 3.75 with 27% TFE at 37ºC with agitation.  
b
!!Gº= 0.16 ( the !Sm for WT* in kcal!mol
-1
)* !Tm.  
c
Values are #-helix propensity calculated by AGADIR from Serrano group. The number shows the predicted helical content for helix 
sequence part at pH 4.0, 310K and 0.1M ionic strength.  
d
The symbol,+/-,  means the mutation increase/decrease the local secondary structures propensity. 
e
N.A., Not applicable, since this is a two-state process.  
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Figure 17:  Effect of adding the !-hairpin peptide K41T42 133 on kinetics of D40M 
PGB1 amyloid formation. Experiments were performed by incubating 100 !M D40M 
PGB1 in 50 mM sodium citrate, pH3.7 at 37ºC with agitation: with 50 !M K41T42 
peptide added (circles), without peptide added (squares).  
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Figure 18:  Electron micrographs of a representative set of PGB1 mutant fibrils. A. 
D40M PGB1; B. T18A; C. K28G; D. N37A; E. V29A; F. D47A. The black scale bars 
represent 200 nm. 
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CHAPTER IV 
WHY LARGE PROTEINS ARE NOT MORE STABLE THAN SMALL PROTEINS 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
In all living systems, globular proteins need to fold into their unique, compact 
three-dimensional conformations to carry out their biological functions. Understanding 
the energetics of protein folding helps us better predict protein stability from its 
structure. Among all the theoretical methods of prediction of protein stability, one 
traditional approach focuses on summing up all the major factors that contribute to the 
conformational stability based purely on experimental data. Based on what we have 
learned about protein folding energetics, the major factors are: the hydrophobic effect, 
hydrogen bonding, and conformational entropy. Covalent crosslinks also stabilize 
protein, if present. So, the conformational stability of a protein can be estimated by the 
following equation: 
 
!G = !GCE + !GH"   + !GHB + !G-s-s       (1) 
 
In a study of the conformational stabilities of members of the ribonuclease family 
of proteins, Pace and his colleagues 137 showed that a remarkably good prediction of 
protein conformation stability can be obtained by just summing up the contributions 
deduced from rough estimations of a number of these terms. However, the predicted 
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conformational stabilities are much larger than the measured values when the same 
method was applied to larger proteins. In small proteins, the energetic contributions from 
the favorable folding forces, such as hydrophobic effect and hydrogen bonding, are 
nearly offset by the entropic penalization of folding. In contrast, large proteins bury 
more nonpolar groups, have a larger fraction of hydrophobic core residues 138 and form 
more hydrogen bonds than small proteins, which suggests that large proteins should be 
more stable than small proteins. But based on the large body of experimental data on 
conformational stability in the past 20 years, large proteins and small proteins have 
similar marginal stabilities. Thus, this observation raises a question: why are large 
proteins NOT more stable than small proteins? Or, what forces are used to destabilize 
large protein? How could we improve our traditional prediction method to make it also 
applicable for large proteins?  
  In an attempt to answer these questions in this study, we will re-examine several 
available prediction methods for each factor responsible for the conformational stability 
of proteins. We will also examine those structural characteristics that change with 
protein size and could possibly contribute to destablize the large proteins.  These 
prediction methods will be used to compare 20 proteins with different sizes. Our studies 
suggest that burying non-hydrogen-bonded charged and polar groups are the strategies 
that nature uses to fine tune protein stability.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Accessibility Analyses and Hydrogen Bonding. Solvent-accessible surface area 
(ASA), accessibility analyses and hydrogen bonding interactions are analyzed with the 
in-house program pfis - PDB file information software 139. The atomic radii of Richards 
140, a water probe radius of 1.4 Å and a slice width of 0.25 Å were used for the 
calculations. Hydrogen atoms were added to the PDB files using the Biopolymer module 
in the Insight II package. All water molecules were removed from the coordinate sets 
during the calculations. Intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the coordinated sets 
were identified with criteria that the hydrogen atom to acceptor atom distance <2.6 Å or 
the donor atom to acceptor atom distance was <3.6 Å.  The unfolded protein structures 
were modeled with !-sheet extended dihedral angles using Insight II Biosym package.  
Protein Unfolding Energies in Vacuum.  To be consistent with Lazaridis et al. 141, 
we followed the same calculation procedures as theirs: Neutral side chains for all amino 
acid were employed. The topology file in PARAM19 was also modified in the same way 
as described 141 to yield a reasonable charge distribution for the neutral side chains of 
Asp, Glu, Arg, and Lys. Polar hydrogen positions were added to the native protein with 
the HBUILD program of CHARMm in the Insight II 2005 software package (Accelrys). 
The structures were minimized for 300 steepest descent steps. The extended structures 
were generated with !-sheet extended dihedral angles (" = -140º and # = 135º) and also 
minimized for 300 steepest descent steps. Resulting deformations by the prolines were 
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repaired by local rearrangement during the minimizations. A cutoff of 999 was used in 
the calculations.  
Packing Density. The protein volumes are calculated with the software VOIDOO 
package with van der Waals radii by Richards 140 and the NSC program as described by 
Eisenhaber and colleagues 142; 143.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Protein Selection Criteria and Structural Characteristics. The 20 proteins used 
here have sizes ranging from 35 to 471 amino acids and were selected from a large 
number of proteins for which the conformational stabilities have been experimentally 
measured and x-ray crystal structures determined. In addition to protein size, the main 
criteria in choosing these proteins are summarized below. 
A) Only monomeric single-domain globular proteins were used in the analysis. A 
protein is considered to be a single-domain protein if consensus domain assignment 
results are obtained from SCOP, CATH and 3Dee Server. B) All of the proteins used 
here approach a two-state folding mechanism and the conformational stabilities have 
been measured. C) Proteins with high-resolution three-dimensional x-ray crystal 
structures were preferred. This is important since the method used here investigates the 
correlation between the conformational stability and the structure, including the change 
in water accessible surface area on protein folding ("ASA) of various groups, number of 
hydrogen bonds present in the native structures, etc.  D) Since we focus mainly on non-
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covalent intramolecular interactions, proteins without disulfide bonds or proteins with 
disulfide bonds but having available experimental data on energetic contribution from 
disulfide bonds were preferred. For large proteins over 200 residues, it is difficult to find 
qualified proteins without disulfide bonds, so three proteins that have disulfide bonds are 
included. E) Since this study aims to understand the correlation between protein stability 
and protein size, we only include proteins from ambient environments. Proteins from 
extreme environments such as thermophiles or haloalkaliphilic organisms are thus 
excluded.  
Table 6 lists the 20 globular proteins studied here and summarizes some of their 
properties. The number of residues, Nr, refers to the number of residues present in the x-
ray structures only. For some proteins, a few residues are missing in the x-ray structures. 
For example, the first five residues are not included in the x-ray structure of 
Staphylococcal nuclease (1SNO), and the last residue Lys is not included in the x-ray 
structure of pectate lyase C (2PEC). We assume these missing residues will not affect 
the result of our analysis. Most of the x-ray structures have a resolution better than 2 Å.  
Estimation of the Contribution from Conformational Entropy. Conformational 
entropy is the major force that destabilizes proteins. The folding of a protein involves a 
large reduction of the number of conformations accessible both to the peptide backbones 
and the side chains of the protein; this reduction provides a strong entropic driving force
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Table 6: Summary of studied proteins. 
 
PDB Protein & Source R
a
 Nr
a
 MW
a
 
 !G
b
 
(H2O) 
NHB
c
 
NHB/R
esc 
Ns-s
d
 !ASAnp
e !ASAnp 
/Res
e
 
!ASAp
e !ASAp 
/Res
e 
1YRF Villin subdomain HP-35, N68H (Chicken) 1.1 35 4082 3.3f 26 0.74 0 1659 47 574 16 
1PGB Protein G B1 domain (Streptococcus sp.) 1.9 56 6196 4.6g 57 1.02 0 2934 52 1150 21 
1CSP Cold shock protein (B. subtilis) 2.5 67 7365 3.5h 47 0.70 0 3699 55 1420 21 
1UBQ Ubiquitin (Human) 1.8 76 8565 6.7i 64 0.84 0 4530 60 1616 21 
2HPR HPr (B. subtillis) 1.8 87 9042 4.2j 60 0.95 0 5185 60 1844 21 
1RGG Ribonuclease (S. aureofaciens) 1.2 96 10576 6.4k 85 0.89 1 5355 56 2051 21 
1A2P Barnase (B. amyloliquefaciens) 1.5 108 12184 8.8l 107 0.99 0 5936 55 2783 26 
3CHY Chey (E. coli) 1.7 128 13966 5.7m 120 0.93 0 7757 61 3066 24 
1LZ1 Lysozyme (Human) 1.5 130 14701 14.0n 137 1.05 4 8071 62 3284 25 
1SNO  Staphylococcal Nuclease (S. aureus) 1.7 136 15482 6.1o 127 0.93 0 7373 54 3006 22 
1IOB Interleukin 1 beta (Human) 2.0 153 17377 9.1p 112 0.73 0 9763 64 3618 24 
1RX4 Dihydrofolate reductase (E. coli) 2.2 159 18000 5.9q 137 0.86 0 9655 61 3497 22 
2LZM Lysozyme (Bacteriophage T4) 1.7 164 18635 15.0r 168 1.02 0 10624 65 4466 27 
1BCX Xylanase (Bacillus circulans) 1.8 185 20369 7.2s 186 1.01 0 11727 63 5169 28 
3ADK Cytosolic adenylate kinase (Pig) 2.1 194 21639 3.9t 162 0.84 0 11160 58 4502 23 
1CAH Carbonic anhydrase II (Human) 1.9 259 29115 9.3u 245 0.95 0 16751 65 6848 26 
2ST1 Subtilisin (B. amyloliquefaciens) 1.8 275 27534 0.5v 268 0.97 0 17778 65 6933 25 
2PEC Pectate lyase C (E. chrysanthemi) 2.2 352 37569 12.1w 365 1.04 2 22430 64 10608 30 
1DIL Sialidase (S. typhimurium) 1.9 381 41942 4.2x 387 1.02 1 25315 66 12286 32 
1GLM Glucoamylase  (Aspergillus awamori) 2.4 470 50423 6.7y 510 1.08 3 30512 65 12294 26 
a
R, resolution of the x-ray structures in Å. Nr , number of amino acid residues present in the analyzed x-ray structures. MW, molecular mass that is obtained by calculating 
amino acid sequence from the analyzed structures. d!G(H2O), measured conformational stability of analyzed proteins in kcal/mol, All the !G(H2O) were determined by 
chemical denaturation except for 2ST1, which was determined from thermal denaturation data. All the !G (H2O) were measured at room temperature except 1LZ1(10ºC) and 
1RX4(15ºC). 
eNHB-, number of hydrogen bond present in the analyzed x-ray structures, see methods for detail. NHB/Res, number of HB per residue; the average for NHB/Res is 0.93. 
dNs-s, number of disulfide bonds that present in the protein crystal structures.
e
!ASAnp, Å
2, difference between ASA of non-polar groups for the native and unfolded states; 
!ASAp, difference between ASA of polar groups for the native and unfolded states; The average for !ASAnp/Res is 60 Å
2; the average for !ASAp/Res is 24 Å
2. 
fMcKnight et al. 1996; gO’Neil et al. 1995;hSchindler et al. 1998;iKhorasanizadeh et al.1993;jScholtz 1995;kPace et al. 1998; lSerrano et al. 1992;mFilimonov et al. 1993; 
nTaniyama et al. 1992; oSchortle et al. 1986; pChrunyk et al. 1993; qPerry et al. 1987; rGray et al. 1996;Wetzel et al. 1988;sDavoodi et al. 2007; tTian et al. 1988;uAronsson et 
al. 1995; vPantoliano et al. 1989;wKamen et al. 2000; xWitarto et al. 2001;yChen et al. 1996. 
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for protein unfolding. Several different approaches have been used to estimate the 
contribution of conformational entropy. In 1994, Spolar and Record 
144
 estimated the 
large unfavorable entropy contribution is observed constant for each globular protein 
(!S = -5.6 ± 0.5 e.u. per residue), which can be converted to !GCE at 25ºC of 1.7 
kcal/mol. In an earlier study with an independent method, Rashin 
145
 found a linearity of 
the increase of conformational entropy with molecular weight for proteins with size 
ranging from 100 up to 250 residues and an average value 1.8 kcal/mol per residue was 
obtained for conformational entropy loss upon protein folding. Rashin’s value shows 
remarkable agreement with the value Spolar and Record proposed. Here, we will use 1.7 
kcal/mol per residue as a rough method to estimate the conformational entropy. 
Computational studies on conformational entropy suggest that a residue-specific 
method should be more accurate. The contribution of conformational entropy for 
individual residues can be dissected into two parts: the main-chain backbone and the side 
chain contribution. It is clear that the conformational entropy loss of peptide backbone 
will not be the same for every residue due to the influences of the side-chain of 
individual residues on the main chain dihedral angles 
146
. Although many different 
methods have been used in computational studies, almost all the evaluation was based on 
the classical 
147
 definition of entropy converted from Boltzmann’s formula:  
 
Sconf  = - R ! pi lnpi          (2) 
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where pi represents the fractional population of each conformational state i in the 
unfolded states. Studies on side-chain conformational entropy loss on protein folding 
suggest that the difference between different types of amino acids could be up to 2 
kcal/mol 
149
.  A major breakthrough was made by the Freire group in a study where they 
obtained an estimation for each amino acid by using a combination of experimental and 
computational approaches 
150
. The conformational entropy change, !Sconf, is composed 
of three different terms for each amino acid:  
 
!Sconf = !Sbb + !Sex->u + !Sbu->ex            (3) 
 
where !Sbb is the entropy loss of the backbone upon protein folding; !Sex->u is the 
entropy loss of the surface-exposed side-chain upon protein folding; !Sbu->ex is the 
entropy loss when the surface-exposed side-chain is buried in the interior of the protein.  
Thus for a given amino acid residue on protein folding, the first two terms (!Sbb + !Sex-
>u) will be constant in proteins with different sizes. The third term !Sbu->ex will reflect 
the difference of the residue burial for the proteins.  
Although the Freire group approach shows large differences between each type 
of amino acid, the average value does not differ much from the value (1.7 kcal/mol per 
residue) in Spolar & Record method. We will consider whether it is necessary to 
calculate the conformational entropy with this residue-specific method. Large proteins 
bury a larger fraction of residues and thus have a smaller fraction of surface residues 
138
. 
In a very recent study 
151
, it was shown that protein size affects both the amino acid 
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composition and the composition of the residue burial of proteins. The surface-to-
volume ratio of protein decreases with the increase of protein size and the burial 
frequency for several hydrophilic residues such as Gln, Arg, Glu and Lys increases as 
the protein size increases. These hydrophilic residues are also characterized by a high 
side-chain conformational entropy loss upon burial. Therefore, it is of interest to also use 
a residue-specific method to calculate the conformational entropy in this study. For the 
third term, !Sbu->ex, we have used a 50% burial cutoff for defining the “buried” side 
chain upon folding: a side chain is considered buried if its ASA shows larger than 50% 
buried and the !Sbu->ex term will be added to the !Sconf for this amino acid.  The 
calculated energies from conformational entropy loss at 25ºC for each protein by both 
Spolar & Record method and Freire Group method with 50% cutoff are shown in Table 
7.  
Estimation of Energetic Contribution from the Hydrophobic Effect. Non-polar 
side chains have a low solubility in water and a high solubility in non-polar 
environments. Consequently, they tend to adhere to one another in aqueous environment, 
which is referred as the hydrophobic effect. Globular proteins contain hydrophobic 
cores. In 1959, Kauzmann proposed that the hydrophobic effect is the dominant driving 
force in protein folding 
152
. Many experimental studies now support this widely believed 
idea. Kauzmann also proposed that the hydrophobic effects can be quantified by a 
solvent transfer model. He argued that the free energy change for burying a non-polar 
side-chain in the interior of a protein can be quantified by experiments in which a model 
compound is partitioned between water and a non-aqueous solvent. Effective application 
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Table 7: Estimated energetic contribution to the conformational stability for each factor (all values are in kcal/mol). 
 
 
 
 
 
H!a CEd 
Protein 
Vajdab Karplusb RB (CH)b RB (OT)b 
HBa -S-S-a 
Spolar & Recordd  Freire Groupd 
1YRF 76 47 43 26 26 0 60 65 
1PGB 139 58 65 35 57 0 95 103 
1CSP 174 64 85 45 47 0 114 127 
1UBQ 209 98 120 62 64 0 129 138 
2HPR 239 106 126 60 83 0 148 147 
1RGG 252 108 124 65 85 5 163 170 
1A2P 296 141 151 81 107 0 184 204 
3CHY 368 170 201 103 120 0 219 227 
1LZ1 386 167 185 110 137 6 221 246 
1SNO 353 158 194 98 127 0 231 249 
1IOB 455 197 242 131 112 0 260 296 
1RX4 447 195 220 122 137 0 270 280 
2LZM 513 223 260 138 168 0 279 304 
1BCX 574 224 248 140 186 0 315 358 
3ADK 533 225 273 142 162 0 330 347 
1CAH 802 374 385 209 245 0 440 483 
2ST1 840 337 407 198 268 0 468 476 
2PEC 1123 445 529 279 365 8 598 651 
1DIL 1272 507 621 335 387 4 648 735 
1GLM 1455 611 721 387 510 9 801 867 
aH!, the contribution of hydrophobic effect; HB,  the contribution of hydrogen bonding, which was calculated by multiplying the number of hydrogen bonds by 
1.0 kcal/mol per hydrogen bond. –S-S-, the contribution of disulfide bonds, which was calculated using equation (5) at 25ºC 153bVajda and Karplus, both use ASA-
based method. For Vajda method, the !GH" was calculated by multiplying the water-surface-accessible-area change upon folding by 34 calmol
-1 Å-2.  For Karplus 
method, by which all surfaces area associated with main- and side-chain carbon atoms were included except for amide, carboxylate and guanidion carbons. The 
aliphatic surface areas were then multiplied by 25 calmol-1 Å-2. The aromatic surface areas were multiplied by 16 calmol-1 Å-2.  The sulfur atoms of Cys and Met 
are not accounted for in this method. RB, Residue-based method, by which !GH" was calculated by multiplying the !Gtr values for cyclohexane (CH) or n-octanol 
(OT)  by the number of hydrophobic groups buried estimated by pfis program. The hydrophobic groups included –CH2- groups from all the polar and charged 
residues, plus the side-chains of the following amino acids: Ala, Val, Ile, Leu, Pro, Phe, Tyr, Trp, Met and Cys.dCE, conformational entropy; Spolar&Record, by 
which !GCE was calculated using 1.7 kcal/mol per residue;  Freire Group, the residue-specific method, by which !GCE was calculated using D’Aquino’s data for 
each residue. 50% cutoff was used to determine if the !Sbu->ex term will be added or not. 
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of this model requires answering two questions. Which solutes can most accurately 
model the transfer free energies of non-polar protein side-chains? Which non-aqueous 
solvent can best model the interior of globular proteins? Amino acids, N-acetyl amino 
acids and short peptides have been used to model the side-chains, and various solvents 
have been used to model the hydrophobic core of proteins. These results have been 
summarized by Pace who compares the experimental data of contribution of burial of a –
CH2- group from mutagenesis studies (ca. 1.2 kcal/mol) with the !Gtr for transfer a –
CH2- from water to various solvents 
154. The !Gtr for transfer of a –CH2- from water to 
cyclohexane is the closest to experimental data with a value of ca. 1.0 kcal/mol while 
!Gtr for transfer of a –CH2- from water to wet n-octanol and other solvents are quite 
similar with a significantly smaller value of ca. 0.5 kcal/mol.  
  In this study, we will include both the !Gtr values from water to cyclohexane 
(CH) and from water to wet n-octanol (OT) to estimate the hydrophobic effects. An 
assumption is made that there is a linear correlation between the hydrophobic free 
energy of protein and solvent-accessible surface areas (ASA). ASA is calculated as the 
surface area accessible to a water probe with a radius of 1.4 Å that rolls over the surface 
of the solute 155. Instead of using extended tripeptide Gly-X-Gly as a model for the 
unfolded state, here, for all the methods, we use the actual polypeptide chain in the 
extended ! conformation to model the unfolded state. The crystal structures of the 
proteins were used to estimate the number of buried hydrophobic side-chains and the 
number of buried – CH2- groups from the polar and charged side-chains upon folding. 
These numbers are then multiplied by the corresponding !Gtr values based on 
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cyclohexane or n-octanol data. Since we are using the percent burial for each residue, 
this method is referred as residue-based method (RB) in this study. The estimated 
contributions of the hydrophobic effect for each protein are shown in Table 7.   
In addition to the residue-based method, another way to quantify the hydrophobic 
effect is to estimate the total change in ASA between the folded and unfolded protein. 
This method treats the protein molecule as a whole instead of determining transfer 
energy for each type of amino acid. The energetic contribution of hydrophobic effect 
(!GH") can thus be estimated by the following equation:  
 
!GH" = kh [(ASA)N- (ASA)U]              (4) 
 
where the kh refers as a hydrophobicity coefficient 
156; 157. There have been several 
studies trying to find which value of kh can better estimate the !GH" 
158; 159. Different 
values have been proposed depending on which solvent is used in the solvent transfer 
model. For the value of cylcohexane-water transfer cofficient, several values have been 
suggested. Vajda and his colleagues suggested a value of 34 cal mol-1 Å-2 that is later 
supported by Dill and Sancho and their colleagues in separate studies 160; 161; 162. Karplus 
argued that the polar atoms should be ignored when estimating the hydrophobic effect 
because the transfer free energies for polar groups are highly dependent on burial 
environments and aromatic groups should have a smaller value than aliphatic groups 163. 
He suggested that 25 cal mol-1 Å-2 for aliphatic groups and 16 cal mol-1 Å-2 for aromatic 
groups are better coefficients for roughly evaluating the hydrophobic effects.  Here, we 
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also use his method to estimate the hydrophobic effect (see Table 7 for more details). 
The estimated contributions of the hydrophobic effect for each protein by ASA-based 
method with kh values from both Vajda and Karplus are shown in Table 7.  
By comparing the estimated hydrophobic effects by different methods shown in 
Table 7, we think the method with n-octanol transfer data underestimates the 
hydrophobic effect and the Vajda method overestimates the hydrophobic effect. The 
Karplus method and residue-based method with cyclohexane data give similar results, 
which suggests the hydrophobicity coefficients reported by Karplus are better than the 
larger value of 34 cal mol-1 Å-2 used by Vajda et al. Since the residue-based method with 
cyclohexane transfer data is the closest to the experimentally measured values, we will 
use this method in the later calculations of this study. 
Estimation of the Contribution from Hydrogen Bonding. On average, proteins 
form 1.1 intramolecular hydrogen bond per residue on folding 164. Most of the hydrogen 
bonds are formed between the carbonyl oxygen and the amide hydrogen of the peptide 
bond. Many polar side chains are also buried and most of these groups also form 
hydrogen bonds with each other or with peptide groups 165; 166. The contribution of 
hydrogen bonds to protein stability has been debated for a long time. Theoretical studies 
argue that hydrogen bonds are only responsible for maintaining the native structure of 
the protein and contribute little or unfavorably to protein stability 141. However, 
mutational studies suggest hydrogen bonds make a favorable contribution to protein 
stability. Recently, Myers and Pace suggested that there is a substantial gain in stability 
from burying a polar group in the interior of protein and forming hydrogen bonds 167. In 
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studies of 52 hydrogen-bonding mutants, they show that hydrogen bonds contribute 1.0 
to 2.0 kcal/mol per intramolecular hydrogen bond to the stability of protein. In average, 
one hydrogen bond contributes ~1.2 kcal/mol to protein stability 154.   In this study, we’ll 
make a conservative estimation that each hydrogen bond contributes to the 
conformational study by 1.0 kcal/mol. The number of hydrogen bonds and their energy 
contributions are shown in Table 7.  
Estimation of the Contribution from Disulfide Bonds. Disulfide bonds covalently 
stabilize a protein by constraining the unfolded conformations of the protein and thereby 
decreasing their conformational entropy. This leads to an increase in the free energy of 
the denatured states of proteins. The decrease in conformational entropy is estimated by 
calculating the probability that the ends of a polymer chain will simultaneously occur in 
the same volume element, vs 
168. The choice of the value of vs has been a subject of 
discussion 153; 169. Based on mutational studies, Pace and his coworkers determined 57.9 
Å3 for vs based on the closest approach distance of two thiols. Using this value, the 
equation for estimating the effect of a cross-link on the conformational entropy becomes:  
 
!S = -2.1 – (3/2) R ln n        (5) 
 
where R is the gas constant and n is the number of residues in the loop forming the 
cross-link 153. Good agreement has been shown between the predictions of the 
contribution of cross-link on the conformational stability of protein by this equation and 
experimental data 137; 153. Here, we also use this equation to estimate the contributions of 
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the disulfide bonds for the three proteins in the list for which no experimental data is 
available (Table 7).  
Summary. By simply summing up these major forces contributing to protein 
stability that are estimated based only on experimental studies, we predicted the 
conformational stabilities of all the 20 proteins. Table 8 shows the predicted protein 
stabilities from different combinations of estimates of the hydrophobic effect and 
conformational entropy and comparisons with the measured stabilities are also given by 
the average standard deviations.   Note the remarkably good agreement between 
predicted and measured stability when using n-octanol data for hydrophobic effect 
estimation with either conformational entropy estimation method. These are not used 
further because the n-octanol data is not in agreement with the experimental data of 
hydrophobic effect.  The Vajda method will not be used further either because it 
overestimates the hydrophobic effect.  So far, the combined method that is closest based 
on the experimental data gives an average standard deviation of 71 kcal/mol, for which 
the residue-based method with cyclohexane data were used for hydrophobic effect 
estimation and Freire group method with 50% cutoff for conformational entropy.   
Using these values the predicted conformational stabilities plotted versus protein 
size (Figure 19) shows that the predicted stabilities increase almost linearly with the 
increase of protein size.  The difference between the predicted stability and the measured 
stability for the biggest protein is 360 kcal/mol. Actually, all the results from these 
methods show linearly increased predicted stabilities with the increase of protein size. 
Thus, it appears that some forces that contribute to destabilizing the proteins, especially 
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for big proteins, are not taken into account. One question raised is what forces are not 
considered when equation (1) is used to estimate protein stability? The equation includes 
favorable contributions from buried hydrophobic residues, polar groups involved in 
hydrogen bonding and unfavorable conformational entropy. However, buried polar 
groups that do not form hydrogen bonds are not taken into account. Savage and Elliott 
concluded that the number of unfulfilled hydrogen bonds could be a destabilizing 
contribution and thus correlates with protein stability 170.  As shown in Table 9, proteins 
bury more polar groups and charged groups as well as more non-polar groups when the 
size of proteins increases. We will now take a closer look at these buried polar groups to 
find the forces that are possibly important in destabilizing large proteins.  
Buried Charged Groups. Burying a charged groups generally makes a large 
unfavorable contribution to protein stability due to the Born self energy 171. Exceptions 
are made only when very good hydrogen bonds or strong ion pairs are formed (Gilleto 
and Pace, 1999; Anderson et al. 1990). Both experimental and theoretical studies show 
that in most cases, replacements of buried charged residues yield more stable proteins 
172; 173.  As shown in Table 9, there is a striking difference in the burial of ionizable 
groups between small proteins and large proteins: of the 20 ionizable groups in 1YRF 
32% are buried while of the 155 ionizable groups in 1GLM 69% are buried. The fraction 
burial of charged groups is more than doubled in our largest proteins. Proteins tend to 
bury more charged groups as they get larger. This is in accord with the earlier 
observation of Kajander and his colleagues and suggests that nature may use charge 
burial as a strategy to reduce protein stability 173. 
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As shown in Table 10, most of buried charges are hydrogen bonded. On average, 
buried ("70% buried) charged groups forms 1.4 hydrogen bonds. However, not all of the 
buried charged groups are hydrogen bonded and the number with no hydrogen bonds 
tends to increase when proteins get bigger (Table 10). There are 35 buried charged 
groups without any hydrogen bonds in the large protein 1GLM while only 1 in the small 
protein 1YRF. 
Among these buried, non-hydrogen-bonded, charged groups, most are not 
involved in favorable salt bridge interactions. The contribution of salt bridges to protein 
stability remains disputable. Hendsch and Tidor show that the net contribution of most 
salt bridges to protein stability is unfavorable due to the large unfavorable desolvation 
energy that is not fully compensated by favorable electrostatic interactions in the folded 
protein 172. Whereas, the Nussinov group found that salt bridges are likely to stabilize the 
proteins 174.  
Now, if we correct the predicted stability by taking these buried charged groups 
into consideration, the best results (assessed by the lowest average S.D.) we get is 24±20 
kcal/mol (Table 11). However, this requires 11 kcal/mol for the energetic cost of burying 
one non-hydrogen-bonded charged group. Based on what we have learned from 
mutational studies on buried charged groups, buried charged groups destablize proteins 
by 2-7 kcal/mol 175; 176.  The value of 11 kcal/mol would obviously be an overestimation 
of the energy penalty for burying of a charged residue. This suggests that there are other 
strategies that nature uses to destablize large proteins besides burying charged residues. 
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Figure 19: The predicted stability for the 20 proteins (red filled squares) compared to 
experimentally measured stability (black filled circles). The stability was predicted by 
equation 1 with using residue-based method based cyclohexane transfer data for 
hydrophobic effect estimations and Freire group method for the conformational entropy 
estimations. 
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Table 8: Estimated conformational stability (!G) of all proteins by using different combinations of methods. (kcal/mol)
a
. 
 
 
Vajda
c
 Karplus
c
 RB (CH)
c
 RB (OT)
c
 
Protein !Gm
b
 
Spolar&Record 
Freire 
Group 
Spolar&Record 
Freire 
Group 
Spolar&Record 
Freire 
Group 
Spolar&Record 
Freire 
Group 
1YRF 3.3 42 37 13 8 9 4 -9 -13 
1PGB 4.6 101 93 20 12 27 19 -3 -11 
1CSP 3.5 107 94 -3 -15 18 6 -22 -34 
1UBQ 6.7 144 135 33 24 55 46 -3 -12 
2HPR 4.2 174 175 41 42 61 62 -5 -4 
1RGG 1.8 174 167 30 23 46 39 -13 -20 
1A2P 8.8 219 199 64 43 74 54 4 -16 
3CHY 5.7 269 261 71 63 102 93 4 -4 
1LZ1 8.2 302 277 83 58 101 76 26 1 
1SNO 6.1 249 231 54 37 90 72 -6 -24 
1IOB 9.1 307 271 49 13 94 58 -17 -53 
1RX4 5.9 314 304 62 52 87 78 -11 -20 
2LZM 15.0 402 377 112 87 149 124 27 2 
1BCX 7.2 445 402 95 53 119 76 11 -32 
3ADK 3.9 365 348 57 41 105 88 -26 -43 
1CAH 9.3 607 564 179 136 190 147 14 -29 
2ST1 0.5 640 632 137 129 207 200 -2 -10 
2PEC 12.1 898 845 220 167 304 251 54 1 
1DIL 4.2 1015 928 250 163 364 277 79 -9 
1GLM 6.7 1173 1107 329 263 439 373 105 39 
Avg. 
SD 
- 277±223 240±201 63±59 46±46 89±79 71±67 15±17 17±10 
aAll the estimated conformational stabilities were calculated using equation (1).  The estimated contributions from hydrogen bonding and 
disulfide bonds are the same for each. 
b
!Gm, measured protein stability, For 1RGG and 1LZ1, the contribution from disulfide bonds have been subtracted.  
cVajda, Karplus, RB(CH) and RB(OT) refer as the methods used for the hydrophobic effects estimations; Spolar&Record and Freire Group, the 
two methods used for the conformational entropy estimations. 
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Table 9: Groups burials for the 20 proteins. 
Buried SC
b
  
Non-polar  
Buried SC Polar
c
 
Buried Peptide 
Polar
d
 
Total  
Buried Polar
e
 
Buried Ionizable 
groups
f
 PDB ID Nr
a
 
# % # % # % # % # % 
1YRF 35 10.0 62.5 4.4 48.9 48.5 68.4 52.9 66.1 6.4 32.1 
1PGB 56 15.5 73.7 11.0 49.8 84.2 74.5 95.2 70.5 9.8 33.7 
1CSP 67 20.7 76.6 11.2 58.9 95.4 70.7 106.6 69.2 11.3 31.3 
1UBQ 76 23.6 81.4 14.3 53.0 115.3 75.4 129.6 72.0 14.0 33.4 
2HPR 87 31.5 82.9 12.2 41.9 141.7 81.0 153.9 75.4 37.2 37.2 
1RGG 96 30.2 71.8 23.5 55.8 139.7 72.4 163.2 69.4 21.5 52.5 
1A2P 108 34.4 79.9 26.7 62.0 162.6 75.0 189.3 72.8 29.2 57.3 
3CHY 128 51.5 79.2 13.6 43.9 213.1 82.9 226.7 78.7 28.4 47.3 
1LZ1 130 50.7 83.1 30.1 61.4 211.1 80.9 241.2 77.8 29.3 48.9 
1SNO  136 47.5 80.5 22.4 58.9 215.3 78.8 237.7 76.4 42.1 56.1 
1IOB 153 53.4 80.9 36.8 55.7 244.0 79.5 280.8 75.3 33.3 52.0 
1RX4 159 63.8 80.8 23.0 62.2 248.6 77.9 271.6 76.3 37.5 42.2 
2LZM 164 61.3 82.8 30.8 54.0 275.5 83.7 306.3 79.3 43.9 54.8 
1BCX 185 60.2 83.6 58.4 56.2 297.7 80.2 356.1 75.0 27.8 66.3 
3ADK 194 64.6 82.9 29.3 61.1 322.8 83.0 352.1 80.6 45.6 41.4 
1CAH 259 94.1 84.8 52.6 66.6 425.2 82.2 477.8 80.2 71.4 55.4 
2ST1 275 110.5 85.0 65.0 56.0 469.0 85.1 534.0 80.1 41.8 69.7 
2PEC 352 126.2 84.7 103.9 67.0 604.1 85.8 708.0 82.3 73.2 62.0 
1DIL 381 133.9 88.7 115.8 72.0 650.2 85.2 766.0 82.9 103.2 66.6 
1GLM 470 190.4 89.4 124.6 63.3 808.2 85.7 932.8 81.8 106.7 68.9 
a
Number of residues. 
b
Buried SC Non-polar, side chain non-polar groups include side chains of Ala, Val, Ile, Leu, Phe, Tyr (without –OH), Trp, Cys, Met and all 
the –CH2 groups in polar and charged side chains. 
c
Buried SC Polar, side chain polar groups include the O and –NH2 groups of Asn and Gln and the –OH groups in Tyr, Thr and Ser. 
d
Buried Peptide BB, only the carbonyl O and -NH in the peptide backbone. 
e
Buried Polar, sum of the side chain and peptide backbone polar groups. 
f
Buried Ionizable groups, besides the ionizable groups in Asp, Glu, Lys, Arg and His, N- and C-termini were also taken into account.  
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Table 10:  Burial of charged groups for all the proteins.
a
 
PDB ID Nr 
H-Bonded Charged 
Groups 
("70% buried) 
# HB 
formed 
#H-bonds per 
Buried charged 
groups 
Non-Hydrogen-Bonded 
Charged Groups 
("70% buried) 
 
Energetic cost  
(3 kcal/mol per 
group) 
 
1YRF 35 2 2 1.0 1 3 
1PGB 56 6 7 1.2 0 0 
1CSP 67 2 3 1.5 2 6 
1UBQ 76 6 6 1.0 1 3 
2HPR 87 6 8 1.3 1 3 
1RGG 96 10 17 1.7 5 15 
1A2P 108 20 30 1.5 3 9 
3CHY 128 14 19 1.4 3 9 
1LZ1 130 14 19 1.4 3 9 
1SNO  136 22 31 1.4 5 15 
1IOB 153 12 21 1.8 12 36 
1RX4 159 17 24 1.4 4 12 
2LZM 164 18 22 1.2 12 36 
1BCX 185 19 30 1.6 6 18 
3ADK 194 12 12 1.0 13 39 
1CAH 259 38 54 1.4 11 33 
2ST1 275 29 43 1.5 7 21 
2PEC 352 39 61 1.6 19 57 
1DIL 381 60 89 1.5 20 60 
1GLM 470 57 81 1.4 35 105 
a
Charged groups refer as both side chain charged groups in Asp, Glu, Lys, Arg, His and N-, C-termini.  
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Buried Unsatisfied Polar Groups. As proteins get larger, they bury both more 
peptide polar groups and side chain polar groups (-OH groups of Ser, Thr and Tyr; O 
and –NH2 groups of Asn and Gln) as shown in Table 9. Proteins bury more than 70% of 
their peptide groups and 50% of their side chain polar groups upon folding (Table 9). 
Most of the peptide bonds and side chain polar groups are involved in hydrogen 
bonding. On average, proteins form 1.1 hydrogen bonds per residue when they fold, 1.0 
of which are by the peptide groups 
164
.  For buried side chain polar groups, most of them 
form more than one hydrogen bond. However, proteins also bury unsatisfied polar 
groups. For instance, there are 27 buried (!70%) peptide bonds that form no hydrogen 
bond and 78 that form only one hydrogen bond in our largest protein 1GLM.  
The contribution of hydrogen bonding by peptide groups to the conformational 
stability has been a controversial issue. The peptide backbones have been suggested to 
be the most polar of the uncharged polar groups and to have a preference for hydrogen 
bonding to water, rather than to other peptides 
152; 177; 178
. It has been thus argued that 
burying the peptide backbone that contains polar NH and CO groups will involve a 
significant energetic penalty 
179
.  In a more recent study, Bolen and Rose propose that 
the peptide backbone hydrogen bonding play a more important role in protein folding 
than hydrophobic effects 
180
. Based on recent mutational studies, Pace and his co-
workers suggest that a buried hydrogen bonded peptide group can overcome the large 
dehydration penalty and still make a favorable contribution to the stability 
154; 167; 181; 182
. 
While these arguments continue, it seems likely that burying peptide groups without 
satisfying the hydrogen bond donors or acceptors in the interior of protein will 
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destabilize the protein. Fleming and Rose suggest that it is so energetically expensive 
that the likelihood of finding unsatisfied peptide bond in a protein is insignificant 
183
. 
The net favorable contribution of a buried hydrogen bond may come from the 
combined effect of hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions of peptide groups 
in the interior of a folded protein 
139
. For polar groups burial, mutation studies show that 
polar groups contribute favorably to protein stability when they form hydrogen bonds 
182
. In a more recent study, it was shown that the contribution of polar group burial to 
protein stability is strongly context dependent: burial of a  –OH group could be favorable 
even if it is not hydrogen bonded 
184
.   
Generally speaking, burial of polar groups without forming any hydrogen bond 
will destabilize the protein due to the desolvation penalty.  Here, to see if large proteins 
bury more non-hydrogen-bonded polar groups as the size of the protein increases, we 
analyzed the crystal structures of our 20 proteins. The buried non-hydrogen-bonded 
carbonyl oxygen and amide group from peptide groups and side chain polar groups are 
treated the same way. As shown in Figure 20, both the buried unsatisfied carbonyl 
oxygen and amide groups increase, as the proteins get bigger.  It is possible that nature 
uses this approach to destabilize large proteins.  
This observation suggests that we need to include these buried unsatisfied polar 
groups in the stability estimation. As a first approximation, we will apply the same 
energetic penalty estimations for the carbonyl oxygen and the amide group. All the 
buried non-hydrogen-bonded carbonyl oxygen and amide groups are listed in Table 11. 
If we correct the predicted stability by only taking the buried unsatisfied polar groups 
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into consideration, we get is 21±20 kcal/mol with an estimation of 1.6 kcal/mol for the 
energetic cost of burying one non-hydrogen-bonded polar group (Table 11).  
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Figure 20: The number of buried non-hydrogen-bonded polar groups increases with the 
increase of protein size. Shown in the figure are buried non-hydrogen-bonded carbonyl 
oxygens (black filled circles) and buried non-hydrogen-bonded amide nitrogens (blue 
filled squares). 
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Figure 21: Comparison of the predicted stability after energetic cost corrections with the 
measured stability for the 20 proteins. Corrections were made for the energetic costs for 
burying non-hydrogen-bonded charged groups and polar groups (red filled squares) and 
compared to the measured stability (black filled circles). The outliers (1IOB and 3ADK) 
are shown in blue filled diamonds. 
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Packing (van der Waals) Interactions. It is difficult to separate the hydrophobic 
effects from van der Waals or packing interactions, so it was estimated together as 
hydrophobic effects here. Therefore, it will also be interesting to know the correlation of 
van der Waals contribution with protein size. Currently, no experimental data is 
available to quantify van der Waals interactions in proteins. In a theoretical analysis, 
Lazaridis, Archontis and Karplus (abbr. as LAK) simulated the unfolding enthalpies in 
vacuum of four proteins by using the molecular force field CHARMM 
141
 and dissected 
into two terms: the van der Waals interaction energy and the electrostatic (chiefly 
hydrogen bonds) interaction energy. The calculated unfolding energy on a per gram 
basis for their four proteins are similar, therefore they concluded that all energy 
components are similar for different proteins and the mechanism of protein stability is 
essentially independent of protein. By using the same method, we calculated the 
unfolding energies for the 20 proteins with different sizes shown in Table 12. Our results 
show that the van der Waals energy per gram/residue increases when proteins get larger 
(Figure 22A), suggesting that more contribution from van der Waals interactions in large 
proteins than in small proteins.  The reason that LAK get similar values for each of the 
four proteins is because those four proteins have similar sizes (all medium size proteins 
with 103 to 153 residues). Their values are also in agreement with our results for 
different proteins but within same range of sizes (shown as bold region of Table 12). 
Another term, the electrostatic (chiefly hydrogen bonds) interaction energy per residue, 
doesn’t show obvious size dependence (Figure 22B). Therefore, if these calculations are 
practical, our estimations for hydrophobic effects might be even lower for large proteins.  
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Table 11: Estimated conformation stability before and after corrections for the destabilizing forces.  
Before Corr.
a
 
Buried
e
 Unsatisfied 
PDB ID Nr !Gm 
N O 
Energetic 
Costs 
(1.2 
kcal/mol) 
RB (CH) + 
Freire Group 
Corr. after non-
hydrogen-bonded 
buried charged 
groups
b
 
Corr. after non-
hydrogen-bonded 
buried polar groups
c
 
 
Corr. after non- 
hydrogen-bonded buried  
charged and polar 
groups
d
 
1YRF 35 3.3 7 4 13.2 4 -7 -14 -12 
1PGB 56 4.6 8 3 13.2 19 19 1 6 
1CSP 67 3.5 15 15 36 6 -16 -42 -36 
1UBQ 76 6.7 13 10 27.6 46 35 9 15 
2HPR 87 4.2 11 6 20.4 62 51 35 39 
1RGG 96 1.8 21 13 40.8 39 -16 -15 -17 
1A2P 108 8.8 25 13 45.6 54 21 -7 -1 
3CHY 128 5.7 22 18 48 93 60 29 36 
1LZ1 130 8.2 26 22 57.6 76 43 -1 9 
1SNO  136 6.1 27 19 55.2 72 17 -2 2 
1IOB 153 9.1 47 42 106.8 58 -74 -84 -85
! 
1RX4 159 5.9 29 24 63.6 78 34 -7 2 
2LZM 164 15.0 32 22 64.8 124 -8 38 23 
1BCX 185 7.2 30 27 68.4 76 10 -15 -10 
3ADK 194 3.9 61 42 123.6 88 -55 -77 -75
! 
1CAH 259 9.3 57 59 139.2 147 26 -39 -25 
2ST1 275 0.5 51 53 124.8 200 123 34 54 
2PEC 352 12.1 74 81 186 251 42 3 8 
1DIL 381 4.2 77 91 201.6 277 57 8 15 
1GLM 470 6.7 92 80 206.4 373 -12 98 62 
Avg. 
SD 
- - - - - 71±67 
24±20 21±20 18±18
!
 
a
The RB(CH) method  was used for hydrophobic effect estimations and Freire Group residue-specific method for the CE estimations. 
b
The correction was made by subtracting the energetic costs of 11 kcal/mol for each buried non-hydrogen-bonded charged group. 
c
The correction was made by subtracting the energetic costs of 1.6 kcal/mol for each buried non-hydrogen-bonded polar group. 
d
The correction was made by subtracting sum of the energetic costs of 3 kcal/mol for buried charged group and 1.2 kcal/mol for polar group. 
e
All the buried were defined as "70% buried. 
!Average standard deviation drops to 14±12 after removing these two outliers. 
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Table 12: Calculated vacuum enthalpy of unfolding, !H
U
N(vac), and its decomposition on caloric/gram basis. (kcal/mol) 
 
 
 
 
PDB ID Nr vdW Elec 
!e
U
N(vdW) 
(cal/g) 
!e
U
N(Elec) 
(cal/g) 
!e
U
N(vdW) 
(kcal/residue) 
!e
U
N(Elec) 
(kcal/residue) 
1YRF 35 160 60 39 15 4.6 1.7 
1PGB 56 301 193 49 31 5.4 3.5 
1CSP 67 334 188 45 25 5.0 2.8 
1UBQ 76 431 206 50 24 5.7 2.7 
2HPR 87 469 243 52 27 5.4 2.8 
1RGG 96 508 304 48 29 5.3 3.2 
1A2P 108 653 291 54 24 6.0 2.7 
3CHY 128 773 337 55 24 6.0 2.6 
1LZ1 130 786 311 53 21 6.0 2.4 
1SNO 136 849 292 55 19 6.2 2.1 
1IOB 153 901 348 52 20 5.9 2.3 
1RX4 159 945 340 53 19 5.9 2.1 
2LZM 164 1019 369 55 20 6.2 2.2 
1BCX 185 1246 788 61 39 6.7 4.3 
3ADK 194 1110 395 51 18 5.7 2.0 
1CAH 259 1752 681 60 23 6.8 2.6 
2ST1 275 1692 778 61 28 6.2 2.8 
2PEC 352 2402 1111 64 30 6.8 3.2 
1DIL 381 2659 1164 63 28 7.0 3.1 
1GLM 470 3236 1498 64 30 6.9 3.2 
Avg. - - - 54±7 25±6 6.0±0.6 2.7±0.7 
*Bold font shows the protein size region of LAK’s proteins.  
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Figure 22: Calculated van der Waals and electrostatic interaction energy. A) The 
calculated van der Waals energy on a per gram !eUN(vdW) (black filled circles) and per 
residue (blue squares) basis as a function of protein size. B). The calculated electrostatic 
(chiefly hydrogen bond) interaction energy on a per gram !eUN(Elec) (black filled circles) 
and per residue (blue filled squares) basis as a function of protein size. 
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Mutation studies have shown that creation of one or more cavities inside the 
hydrophobic core of protein can destablize the protein 
185; 186
, thus it intuitively raises the 
question of whether large proteins pack more loosely than small proteins. Here we 
checked the packing densities of all the proteins with two different calculation methods, 
Voidoo and NSC programs 
142; 143
. Different from the results that reported by Liang and 
Dill 
187
, both of our results show that the packing densities slightly increase with increase 
of protein sizes (see Figure 23 in Supplemental Materials). It is noticeable that the trend 
of the increase of packing densities with protein size is very similar to the trend of the 
increase of van der Waals interactions with a high correlation coefficient of 0.90 (Figure 
24).  
More Compact Denatured States for Large Proteins? One possible explanation 
for large proteins not being more stable than small proteins is that large proteins might 
have more compact denatured states. It is quite plausible that the unfolded states tend to 
have more residual hydrophobic cores or residual structures, in other words, more 
compact denatured state, when the polypeptide chains get longer. The m-value upon urea 
denaturation has been shown to be proportional to the surface area newly exposed on 
denaturation. By comparing predicted m-values with two modeled denatured states with 
experimental measured m-values, Auton and his colleagues 
188
 show that the denatured 
states of most proteins are halfway between random coils and compact denatured states 
and independent of protein size (see Supplemental Material for more). Therefore, we 
exclude the differences in denatured states as an explanation for the instability of large 
proteins. 
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Other Possible Contributions. Other possible explanations for the marginal 
stability of large proteins have also been taken into consideration. For instance, 
electrostatic interactions are not included here. Compared to hydrogen bonding and 
hydrophobic interactions, experimental studies show that the electrostatic interactions 
among charged groups make only minor contribution (no more than 10 kcal/mol) to 
protein stability and are highly context dependent 
189; 190; 191
. Recently, several studies 
show that electrostatic interactions not only stabilize the folded state of proteins, but also 
play an important role in the denatured state 
192; 193; 194
. Thus it is suggested the net 
contributions from electrostatic interactions are relatively small.  Hydrogen bonds are 
stronger when the distance is shorter or the geometry is optimal. Our analysis of the 
average hydrogen bond length in different sized proteins suggests that the hydrogen 
bond lengths are also independent of protein sizes.  
Summary. If we take both the unsatisfied polar groups and the buried charged 
groups into the stability prediction, the best results improves to18±18 kcal/mol as shown 
in Table 11 with an estimation of 1.2 kcal/mol as energetic cost for burying one 
unsatisfied polar group and 3 kcal/mol as energetic cost for burying one non-hydrogen-
bonded charged group.  As shown in Figure 22, after the correction made for the 
destabilizing forces, the predicted stabilities for large proteins show much better 
agreement with the measured stabilities.  
There are two outliers for which the predicted stabilities are much lower than the 
measured stabilities: 1IOB and 3ADK. Removing the two outliers, the average 
agreement and standard deviation become much better with a value of 14±12 kcal/mol. 
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1IOB is an all !-sheet structure protein and has less hydrogen bonds present in the 
crystal structure: on average, protein forms 0.93 hydrogen bonds per residue in our 
protein dataset, while 1IOB form only 0.73 per residue. Hydrogen bonds in !-sheets 
usually have shorter distances than those in "-helices, which is also observed in 1IOB 
and might be an explanation for the high measured stability of 1IOB. For 3ADK, a 
possible explanation is that the crystal structure was determined with the present of 
contained sulfate ions while the hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic effects are calculated 
for the crystal structure without the presence of the sulfate ions. The hydrogen bonding 
present in the structure was suggested to be different with or without the presence of 
sulfate ions and thus relatively less hydrogen bonds are observed in the calculation (0.84 
per residue) 
148
. The !ASAnp and !ASAp of 3ADK on a per residue basis are both 
smaller than that of the proteins with similar size (Table 6). Furthermore, it is noticeable 
that both 1IOB and 3ADK have nearly doubled the buried unsatisfied charged groups 
and polar groups compared to proteins with similar sizes. All these factors explain the 
underestimation of the stability of these two proteins. There is also one positive outlier 
for which the predicted stabilities are much higher than the measured stability: 2ST1. 
The relative less buried unsatisfied charged and polar groups could explain the 
overestimation.  
Comparison with Experimental Data. From the above calculations, we found that 
the energetic cost for burying one non-hydrogen-bonded charged group is ~3 kcal/mol 
and the energetic cost for burying one non-hydrogen-bonded polar group is ~1.2 
kcal/mol. Are these results in agreements with the results that previously found from 
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experimental mutant studies?  In a study of 40 Val # Thr mutants in 11 proteins, 
Takano and his colleagues show that replacing a  –CH3 group with an –OH group will 
lead to an average decrease in stability of 1.8 kcal/mol. This replacement was 
unfavorable in 39 out of 40 mutants 
182
. For buried charged group, experimental data 
have shown that replacing a naturally buried non-hydrogen-bonded Asp with Ala can 
increase the protein stability by 2.8 kcal/mol 
176
. Karp and his colleagues showed that 
replacing a Val buried in the hydrophobic core of Staphylococcal nuclease with Asp can 
destabilize protein 7.0 kcal/mol at pH 7 
175
. Thus, we could expect an average of ~ 5.0 
kcal/mol for buried a non-hydrogen-bonded charged group. The values we estimated 
from the calculations are slightly smaller than the experimental data because the residue 
based method with cyclohexane data underestimated the hydrophobic effect and made a 
conservative estimation for hydrogen bond contribution too. As we mentioned before, 
experimental studies yield an average value of 1.2 kcal/mol for burying a –CH2 group 
while the cyclohexane data gives only 1.0 kcal/mol; also, we have made a very 
conservative estimation (1 kcal/mol) for hydrogen bond (compared to the average 
contribution of 1.2 kcal/mol per hydrogen bond). If we do a correction by multiplying 
the hydrophobic effect by 1.2, the results we get are 5.1 kcal/mol for burying one non-
hydrogen-bonded charged group and 1.7 kcal/mol for one non-hydrogen-bonded polar 
group.  These values are in great agreement with the values from experimental studies.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Why are large proteins not more stable than small proteins? When proteins get 
bigger, the surface-to-volume ratio decreases, which suggests that large proteins have a 
larger hydrophobic core and tend to bury more residues.  However, as for the amino acid 
composition, no increase was observed for the fraction of hydrophobic residues for large 
proteins, actually small proteins (25-50) have greater hydrophobic residue content 
195
. 
Therefore large proteins bury more hydrophilic groups as well as more nonpolar groups, 
but the fractions of total buried polar and nonpolar surface areas remain constant in both 
large proteins and small proteins (Harpaz et al. 1994). Intuitively, buried nonpolar 
groups result in larger hydrophobic effect contribution and buried polar groups yields 
larger hydrogen bond contribution. What offsets these increased favorable contributions 
of protein stability with the increased protein size?  Our calculations show that increased 
conformational entropy loss upon these increased burials are insufficient to offset the 
increases of the sum of hydrophobicity and hydrogen bonds of large proteins as protein 
sizes get bigger.  Several possible destabilizing forces for large proteins have then been 
taken into consideration, including number of buried non-hydrogen-bonded charged and 
polar groups, different packing density, different denatured states and difference in 
hydrogen bond length. Our calculations also show that the packing density increases 
slightly with the increase of protein size, which might be also due to the increased burial 
of polar groups and hydrogen bonds 
196
. The packing interactions, i.e. van der Waals, are 
also shown to contribute more to the stability in large proteins than small proteins. 
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Therefore, we conclude that the increased burial of non-hydrogen-bonded charged and 
polar groups are the major destabilizing forces in large proteins.  
Proteins bury more polar groups and charged groups as the protein sizes increase. 
In the stability prediction by equation 1, the effects of increased buried polar groups are 
not completely included.  By simply taking the energetic costs of burying non-hydrogen-
bonded charged groups and polar groups into account, we show a much improved 
stability prediction that applies to both small proteins and big proteins: 
 
!G = !GH$   + !GHB + !Gs-s - !GCE - !GBuried NonHB Pol  - !G Buried NonHB Charged      (6) 
 
where the hydrophobic effects are estimated by using cyclohexane solvent based data 
and 50% cutoff was used for the residue-specific method for conformational entropy 
estimation. Although the hydrophobicity effect estimation is based on a model of 
unfolded state with an accessible area that is too high, which leads to an overestimation 
with our method, it is still possible that we have underestimated the contribution of 
hydrophobic effects given the contributions of van der Waals interactions, esp. for large 
proteins. Our calculation found that burying one non-hydrogen-bonded polar group will 
destabilize the protein by 1.2 kcal/mol and burying one non-hydrogen-bonded charged 
group will destabilize the protein by 3 kcal/mol, which show good agreement with the 
values that found in experimental data. Even a relatively rough estimation of 
conformational stability of proteins as this is, our study suggests that burying more non-
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hydrogen-bonded polar and charged groups are strategies that Mother Nature uses to fine 
tune the stability of large proteins.  
The reasons of burial of more polar and charged residues in large proteins could 
be two-fold. One is to keep large proteins marginally stable. Most folded proteins are 
only marginally stable and ~ 2-10 kcal/mol more stable than unfolded proteins 
197; 198
.  
The biological function of proteins requires structural flexibility 
199
 and high stability 
could reduce the activity. Also, protein turnover in the cell may require moderation of 
stability 
200
. The other reason could be that large proteins need to bury more polar groups 
to form structures. By comparing the partially folded "-Lactalbumin and better packed 
hen lysozyme, Demarest and his colleagues have suggested that burial of polar groups 
might be necessary for the protein capable of forming a folded structure instead of a 
molten globule 
201
. Long-chain proteins need to bury more polar and charged groups to 
form a single domain structure. Thus, it is possible that burial of more polar and charged 
groups could be a result of both protein stability optimization and structure formation.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS  
 
Table 14: Calculated packing densities (PD) for all the proteins 
PDB ID 
Molecular Weight 
 (Da) 
PD by VOIDOOa 
(Da/Å3) 
PD by NSCb 
(Da/Å3) 
1YRF 4082 1.06 0.50 
1PGB 6196 1.09 0.54 
1CSP 7365 1.09 0.54 
1UBQ 8565 1.06 0.54 
2HPR 9042 1.07 0.56 
1RGG 10576 1.08 0.50 
1A2P 12184 1.08 0.57 
3CHY 13966 1.06 0.57 
1LZ1 14701 1.09 0.59 
1SNO  15482 1.07 0.56 
1IOB 17377 1.09 0.58 
1RX4 18000 1.09 0.58 
2LZM 18635 1.07 0.58 
1BCX 20369 1.10 0.61 
3ADK 21639 1.08 0.56 
1CAH 29115 1.08 0.59 
2ST1 27534 1.08 0.61 
2PEC 37569 1.09 0.62 
1DIL 41942 1.09 0.62 
1GLM 50423 1.09 0.63 
a
VOIDOO, program used to calculate the protein volumes written by Kleywegt and Jones 
143
.  
b
NSC, numerical surface calculation, protein volumes were calculated as described by 
Eisenhaber and colleagues 
142
.  
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Figure 23: Comparison of the trend of the increase of packing densities (calculated by 
NSC method) with protein size with the trend of the increase of vdW interactions per 
residue.  
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Figure 24: The relationship between experimental and predicted m-values as a function 
of protein size. Panel A: the predicted m-values: Lower-bound (blue squares), Upper-
bound (green diamonds) and the measured m-values (black circles) as a function of 
protein size; Panel B: The ratio as a function of protein size. The ratio equals 
(experimental m value – lower-bound predicted m value) / (upper-bound predicted m 
value – experimental m-value). Large ratio suggests the denatured state is closer to 
random coil, while small ratio suggests the denatured state is closer to the compacted 
state.  
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
 
This dissertation consists of three different projects. The first was dedicated to a 
structural and thermodynamic study on a series of !-hairpin peptide variants derived 
from the C-terminus of PGB1 (G-hairpin). The G-hairpin peptide is one of the two 
reported naturally occurring peptides that can autonomously fold into !-hairpin structure 
in aqueous solution 
1; 2
. Several important noncovalent interactions that contribute to the 
protein stability, such as hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding, have also been 
identified in this peptide model system. Single mutations that optimize charge-charge 
interactions in proteins have been shown to sometimes increase the protein stability 
202; 
203; 204
. In contrast, our results show that even a single mutation (E42T or E42Q) that 
removes an unfavorable charge-charge interaction can greatly increase the stability of 
the G-hairpin peptide. We also examined the structure of a single replacement in the turn 
region, D47A, to understand why this replacement can stabilize the G-hairpin. Our data 
suggest that only single replacement of Asp47 with alanine can change the !-hairpin 
from a 4:4 conformation to a 3:5 hairpin conformation, which leads to a tighter packing 
of the side-chains of the !-hairpin. Our results prove that the !-turn propensity of the 
turn residue plays an important role in !-hairpin stability. The additivity of these effects 
has also been shown in our results, indicating the stabilizing interactions in this model 
system can be isolated and evaluated. The most stable !-hairpin peptide 
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(K41+T42+A47) in our study can populate  ~96% folded structure in 20% methanol at 
4ºC.   
The second project correlates the secondary structure propensity and the ability 
to form amyloid fibrils using PGB1 as a model system. PGB1 is a small protein (56 
residue) with a mixed "+! structure.  The D40M mutation was incorporated as a context 
host site to destabilize the wild-type protein and thus to be able to form amyloid fibrils 
under relatively mild conditions. A number of mutations were introduced to change 
different local secondary structure propensity while maintaining the global 
conformational stability of PGB1. Our results show that single mutations that stabilize 
the "-helix dramatically delay the onset of amyloid formation in PGB1. By contrast, 
substitutions that localize on the !-sheets have only small effects on the amyloid 
formation in PGB1. Our results suggest that the "-helix plays an important role in the 
PGB1 amyloid formation. Our data show the A34F mutant can form amyloid fibrils 
without visible lag time and has a two-state amyloid formation process. The EM data 
show that V29A fibrils are morphologically different from other variants; further work is 
needed to explain these observations.  
The third project was focused on answering the question: why are large proteins 
not more stable than small proteins?  Despite the apparent larger hydrophobic 
interactions and large numbers of hydrogen bonds in large proteins, large proteins and 
small proteins have similar conformational stability.  To answer the question, we 
selected twenty single-domain globular proteins ranging in size from 35 to 470 residues 
to analyze. Several major stabilizing forces as well as destabilizing forces have been 
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investigated for the 20 proteins.  Our results suggest that the increased conformational 
entropy loss in large proteins is not enough to offset the increase in the sum of 
hydrophobicity and hydrogen bonds of large proteins. Proteins tend to bury more and 
more non-hydrogen-bonded charged and polar groups as proteins get bigger. With 
relative conservative estimations for hydrophobic effect and hydrogen bonds, our results 
found that burying one non-hydrogen-bonded polar group will destabilize the protein by 
1.2 kcal/mol and burying one non-hydrogen-bonded charged group will destabilize the 
protein by 3 kcal/mol. Our results suggest that burying more non-hydrogen-bonded polar 
and charged groups might be strategies that Mother Nature uses to destabilize large 
proteins.  
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